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NOTES . .

from the Editor

Beginning with Vol. 1, No. 4, Investigations in Science Education

will reflect some changes suggested by the ISE Advisory Board. One

of these involves an attempt to "cluster" analyses of research reports

around a central theme, topic, or investigative approach. This will

permit a more in-depth examination of current research in science

education focusing on the underlying theoretical framework. Another

proposal includes the analyses of some research reports from differing

points of view (in-paradigm/out-of-paradigm). Thus, a Piagetian study

might be reviewed by an advocate of Piaget's views of cognitive develop-
.

ment and by an individual holding contrasting views. These changes are

'not intended to supplant the review of individual reports of research,

but rather to supplement theni.

Again, we encourage your comments and suggestions for improving-

Investigations in Science Education.

Stanley L. Helgeson
Editor

.Patricia Blosser
Associate Editor
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Alexander, Donald L. and Alan C. Donaldson, "Earth Science in West
Virginia Schools." Journal of Geological Education, Vol. 20,
No. 4:193-195, September, 1972.
Descriptors--CUrriculum, *Earth Science, *Educailional Programs,
Geology,'Researdh, Science Education, *Secondary School Science,
Surveys

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Espetially for I.S.E. by
Victor J. Mayer', The Ohio State University.,

Purpose

The stated purpose of the study Was to determine the current
status of earth science as a curriculum offering in the secondary
schools of the state of West Virginia. It was implied, but not stated

/ explicitly, that the study was carried out in 1971.

Rationale

The introduction to the article implies that the junior author
conducted a similar study.in 1957, reported in 1963, in which he found
that only one West Virginia school offered earth science. The present
study was initiated to determine the progress in school adoptions of
earth science curricula in. the 14 years following that first study.

Research Design and Procedure

`The study was' conducted in two stages. The authors first obtained
a status repo on earth science offerings from the Department of Edu-
cation of the state of West Virginia. They provide no indication as
to the nature and source of data for this report nor'how the informa-
tion was compiled. One must assume that it did provide the names of
those teachers in the'state who were teaching earth science.

In the second stage more detailed information was obtained
through the use of a questionnaire sent to every teacher of earth
scientce in the state. The questionnaire was designed to.assess:

a) pupil attitude toward earth science;
b) teacher attitude toward earth science;
c) teacher preparation in earth science;
d) materials being used by the reacher in the( classroom;
e) methods being used by the teacher in his earth science

classes; and
f) a rationale for the continued growth of earth science in

West Virginia as expressed by the earth science teachers.

The'qqeationnaire was sent to 107 teachers apparently identified
by. the State'Department of Education as teachers of earth science.
Responses were received from either 40'or 42 teachers (both figures
are cited at different places in the article), representing 394



percent of the population. Apparently no follow-up was attempted
to gain greater response, nor was there any attempt to determine
whether the non-respondents differed in any way frpm those teachers
who did respond.

The analysis consisted of tabulation of the data and conversion
to percentages.

Findings

The major findings as cited by the authors are as follows:

1\1 The number of schools offering earth science in the state
increased from one school in 1957 to 73 schools when the
most recent survey was conducted (assumed to be 1970-71).

2. Earth science is.most commonly taught in,grades 7-9, with
the highest number of students enrolled in the course in
grade 9.

3. Only four of the 40 respondents were teaching earth science
full -time. The remaining teachers taught other sciences,
English, music or driver education in addition to earth
science.

4. The response to the items on teacher background revealed
that 65 percent were certified to teach earth science.
Twenty percent were not sure whether they were certified
to teach earth science. The authors did not provide infor-
mation as to the nature of the state certification require-
ments. The number of years teaching earth science averaged
3.8. The most frequently indicated science area taken by
the teachers was physical science, averaging 7 credits per
teacher. Eleven teachers indicated no background in it.
Geology was also taken by all but 11 of the teachers, with
the average number of hours being 5. The hours of an area
taken were averaged over the entire number of teachers
responding, rather than on the basis of the number of
teachers indicating having background in that area. This

gives a rather misleading impression of the depth of back-
ground in each area. Also, it is not indicated whether
the hours are expressed in semester or quarter hours of
credit.

Of thosteachers returning the questionnaire, 65 percent
indicated that they woula,like to take additional background
in earth science; 60 percent wanted more geological field
training, an area which the authors state is neglected in
West Virginia. The teachers would prefer summer institutes
to other forms of additional training (50 percent responding

q favorably to that item

7

on the questionnaire).

(------5. Teachers were lso asked to list the materials that they used

in teaching earth science. The most frequently used textbook
was Modern Earth Science.by Ramsey and Burkley (46.3 percent).
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The Earth Science Curriculum Project (ESCP) textbook,
Investigating the Earth was used by only three teachers

(7.3 percent). The most frequently used equipment was

film and filmstrips (60.percent); topographic maps were
used by 35 percent of the teachers; only 2 (5 percent) used
the-ESCP laboratory equipment. Fifty-five percent of the

teachers did not use laboratory sessions as an integral
part of their earth science course. An explanation is sug-
gested, according to the authors, by the fact that 35 per-.
cent of the teachers felt that their laboratory facilities

were "below average" while 62.5 percent responded that their
laboratory facilities were average or above average. Only

37.5 percent of the teachers indicated that field trips
were integral parts of their courses. They,condubted an

average of two per year.

6 Of the teachers responding to the questionnaire, 97.5 percent
felt that earth science offerings in the state should be

expanded. They felt that a knowledge of earth science was
important in:

They
environmental understanding; (2) satis-

faction of children's curiosity of local field area under-
standing; (3) intellectual value; (4) training in using
natural resources wisely; (5) understanding the effects of
pollution; and (6) acquainting children with our home, Earth."
The authors did not indicate if these r'asons were the result

of a free response option on the questionnaire or of rankings
provided from forced choice items. There is also no indica-

tion hOw frequently each of these reasons was offered.'

Interpretations

The authors conclude that there need to be some drastic changes

in the way eartboacience is being taught in West Virginia, in light

of the limited degree to which laboratory and field experiences are

being offered by the teachers responding to the survey. They suggest

that a possible answer to this problem would be to offer more field

training for teachers. Theyoalso conclude that earth science must be

made available to more students in the state, since "only 4.9 percent

of the public school students are cur'rently exposed to an earths science

course." In addition, improvement is needed in the physical facil-

ities for earth science laboratories. and in.teacher preparation.

Abstractor's Notes

The study reported in this article should be a valuable source of '

information for educational planners in the state of West Virginia.

It is also of interest to those in earth science education around the

countryin that it documents the growth of earth science curriculum

offerings in a state where problems associated with the utilization of

earth resources are in the forefront of national attention. The in-

formation would appear to be valid and fairly well documented. The

report of the study, however, is replete with problems in interpreta-

tion, manner of statement, citation of data and vagueness of relation-

ships between conclusions and data. In general there is a failure to
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supply enough inforMation to allow the reader to evaluate the con
clusions which are drawn by The authors.

_The authors, in the introduction to the article and in a table
on the same page, city statistics on earth science enrollments in
1957 and again in 1962-63. They do not supply any information'on
how these statistics were gathered in the study being discussed. In
the next section (entitled "Current Status"),,,it is stated that infor-
mation on current status was obtained fromPthe West Virginia State-

' Department of Education, and the reader is left to assume that the
information in the previous two studies came from the same source.
If this is true, then, hopefully, comparisons can be made, provided
the state depa4ment has At changed its methods of acquiring,and
reporting school information in the interim: The'authors also fail
to state the procedure used by the State. Department of Education'in
acquiring its information. If it is based'on annual reports from
principals, as it 4sin Ohio, it could be highly reliable, but the
reader.does'not know. In the same section a statement is made that °

of 55 counties in West Virginia, 30 offer earth science. This'would
imply that West Virginia, unlike the rest of the country, operates on
a county-wide school system. What the authors probably meant to say
is that earth, science is offered by schools locat.d in 30 different
counties.

Theonly major fault with the design is an apparent failure to
pilot the questionnaire and to determine its reliability or validity.
This is an unfortunate characterigtic of many questionnaire studies.
Further compounding the problem in this particular article is the
failure to.state the questions used'in the questionnaire. This could
very readily have been done early ineach section of the article
relating to a particular_ question. This would give the reader the
opportunity of judging the validity of each question and therefpre the
quality of the information the question generated.' Apparently the
authors failed to send out a^ ollow-up questionnaire. Doing so could
have increased their return substantially. In any case, they failed
to determine if there were any substantial differences between the
respondents and the non- respondents. This could readily have been
done by randomly selecting ten or so ndh-respondents, obtaining their
respdnse to the questions over the telephone, and then comparing their
tesponses with the others. If there were no great differences, than
he conclusions of the study could be generalized for the entire

population of West Virginia earth science teachers. As it is, the
authors consistently conclude that the results of this survey repre-
sent the status of earth science in the state as a whole. /While this
may be tiue, the design does not permit such generalizations.

There are numerous stateme4ts that bother the careful readof
the article. At the end of the section entitled ?Survey Questionnaire,"
the statement is made that "The total population of 107 aarth science
teachers in West Virginia was sampled.". What is meant, is that the
questionnaire was sent to the entire population of earth science
teachers in the state. In discussing Che preparation of earth science°
teachers as indicated by the survey, the statement is made that "The
preparation of teachers in earth science is still far behind,the
preparation of teachers in other areas of science." One must assume
that what is meant is that earth science teachers have less background

4
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in earth science courses than other science teachers have in their
parti,culaar,disciplines. 'Even if one makes this assumptiO, however,
it is still not clear if the statement means other science teachers
in West Virginia as the referent group, or other science teachers
nationwide. What is even moye serious, the authors fail to cite the
source of their knowledge on the preparation of other science teachers.
A similar problem occurs in the section entitled "Methods and Materials
used in Teaching Earth Science." In discussing the failure of earth
science teachers to include laboratory work in their courses, they
state that "Marked decreases in learning and in the desire to learn
take place when active student imfolvement is not utilized in science
courses." No studies are cite which might lend support to such a
statement. In fact, there appears to be little empirical support for
this statement. Subsequently the authors attempt to explaii the
failure to use laboratory activities partly upon the teachers' per-
ceptions of their laboratory facilities. This is based upon a question
in which 35 percent of the respondents rated their facilities below
average, and the remainder rated them average or above. One of the

"advantages" of earth dbience as a laboratory course is that it requires
very minimal aboratory facilities--4It is here, perhaps, where the
bias of the authors begins to show tErough, especially when concluding
that only 37.5 percent of the teachers were conducting an average of
two field trips per year as an integral part of their course.

One final error that is quite disturbing is found in the authors'
conclusions where they state that only 4.9 percent of the public school
students'are currently exposed to an earth science course. This

figure is apparently based upon the statement made at the beginning of
the article that.4.6 percent of the students in grades 7-12,were taking
earth science in the year that the report of the State Department of
Education was compiled. The authors apparently made an error in quot-
ingthe percentage.- If_weassume that a student would take. earth
science only once in secondary-school, ignoring repetitions due to
failure and the availability of secOrid-level earth science courses,
and that the relative proportions of students in the various' grade

levels remain constant between school districts throughout the state,
then the maximum probability thlt a student would take earth science
is: 6 (the six years that a student would be enrolled in .secondary
school grade levels) times 0.046 (the probability that a student takes
earth science in a given ye'ar) or 0.276. In other words, one would
expect a maximum of 27.6 percent of the graduates oc, high schools in
the state of West Virginia to have taken an earth science course while

in the secondary scools.
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Atwood, Ronald K., Mark R. Brown and Anna A. Neal, "Evaluation of a
Hybrid Elementary Science Curriculum Utilizing Behavioral Teaks."
School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 72, No. 7:641-646, October,
1972.

Descriptors 1,-*Behavioral Objectives, *Curriculum Evaluatibn,
*Discovery Processes, Educational Research, Elementary Grades,
*Elementary School Science, Evaluation, Instruction, Science
Education

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Glen O. Blough, University a Maryland.

Purpose

To describe an initialeffort to develop-a scheme that utilizes
behavioral tasks for the evaluation of an experimental elementary
science eurrisplum in a with'modest resources. Hypotheses
tested for group post test means were:

1. The experimental primary group will 'score significantly
higher (.05 level) than the control primary group

2. The experimental intermediate group will spore signifi-
cantly higher'(.05 level) than the control intermediate
group.

3. The total experimental group Will Score ificantly
higher (.05 level) thVn the total control grO'4,..

Rationale

The twenty behavioral tasks for the, primary level (readiness
through grade 3) were selected from the SAPA Competency Measures
with .few and midor,modifications. The'procesqes included and the
number of tasks used to evaluate the processes were: observing (3),
'classifying (3), using numbers (2), space-time relations (3), com-
municating (4), measuring (4), and predicting (1).

For the intermediate level-(grades 4 through 6) Fifteen tasks
were seleCted from the SAPA Competency Measures with few and minor
modifications, and five similar tasks were prepared:by the investi-
gators. The processes included and the numberpf taSks'used to
evaluate the processes were: observing (2), classifying (Z), using
numbers (2), space-time relations (1), communicating` (3), measuring
(5), predicting (1), inferring (1), control Of variables (1), and
design of experiments (2),. The, last ten task used with the'primary
group were identicalo the first ten tasks psed with the intermedi-
ate group. The philosophy and general,objectivesof the school
system provided the basis for task selection.

6

0' 6)
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Research Design and Procedure

The Fayette County Schools, Lexington, Kentucky, decided in the
Fall bf /969 to pilot Science, A Process Approach (SAPA) and Elementary
Science Study (ESS). Because a "whole- school" approach was preferred

and funds were rather limited, SAPA was implemented at the primary
leveland ESS at the intermediate level in a single small urban ele-

mentary school. A school comparable in terms of.student socio-economic
levels, enrollment, racial balance, curricula (othef than science),
and teacher preparation was available to serve as a control. The

science curriculum in the control school relied heavily on a content-
centered. text.

- k)

Since the philosophy for science instruction officially adopted
,by the Board of Education cleetly favored process-oriented education,
as,opposed to information ste'rege Erocess-oriented tasks were chosen

as the most meaningful mode of measuring student performance.

Recognizing task administration on an Individual basis to be very
time consuming, a random sample- f approximately 20 percent of the
school enrollment was chosen hgrade level in both experimental and a
control schools. One investigator administered'the tasks, both pre

and post, to all primary level subjects. Another investigator admin-,.,

istered the tasks,both pre and post, to all intermediate level sub-17

jects. Performance on each task was scot d ap either acceptable or
,-ton-acceptablelased on specific crite a, and each student's score.

represented his qgMber of acceptable re oases. Pretesting was done

during early October, 3,969, and the post nistration was completed',

in early May of 1970.

)(The teaching staff of the experiments; chool eived six days

'of special preparation prior to the opening of 1 and three days

during the school year. Teacher Corps interns and special education-

faculty participated. The control school faculty, whieh.also included
Teacher Corps interns and special education faculty, received no pre -

paratory or;in-service experiences in elementary school science.

,Findings .

Two tables supply the data results. Table I is .a data summary.

The treatment means Indicate the arithmetic averages of the raw scores,

the adjusted means were the result of post test scores With the pre

test scores used as a covariate. In Table lithe adjusted means were

. used Jn analysis of covariance to test the hypotheses.

13
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*
Group Le e

o EXperimental

Piimary:

Intermediate

e Primary &
Intermediate

Control

Primary

futermbdiate

Primary.&

Intermediate

Treatment Adjusted
-Mean . Mean

Pre 5.48

Post 9.14 8.97 21

Pre 3.61 23

Post 6.39 6.85 23

Pre 4.50 44

Post 7.70 7.85 44

Pre f 5.00 20

Post 5.20 5.38 20
k

Pre 4.72 .25

Poiit 5.72 5:30' 25

Pre ' 5.84 45

.Post 5.49 5.35 45

TABLE II. ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE SUMMARY

Groups Source df Mean-Square

Primary
Treatment

Eftor

1

38

130.68

2.94
44.5a .01

Intermediate
Treatment

Error

1

45

27.00

4.51
5:99 .05

Primary &
Intermediate

Treatment

Error

1

86

137.97

3.94
35.04 .01



On the basis of these data the experimenters concluded that the
experipental,groups out-performed the control groups on the behavioral
tasks and all the hypotheses were accepted. They caution about inter-
preting the difference of the levels of significance for the primary ".
and intermediate groups since only ten of the twenty tasks were common
to both levels and comparisons made involved only experimental vs.
control groups.

The emperimentets point out that the difficulty level of the tasks,
of initial. concern to the investigators, proved to be acceptable. All

students scored above zero on pre and post administrations, with a
total of five students scoring one. A total of five scores above 12
were recorded with a dingle high score of 16 most closely approaching
the maximum score of 20. Thus, "topping out" was not a problem in
this. study and would. likely not becohle a problem were the same tasks
utilized in a longitudinal study extending another year.

ExabolnAion of results for each individual task provided useful
information. For example, on one task primary level subjects were
asked to make a group or set of all the large blue triangles after
they had been presented with d'set of the LASS A" Blocksr_ On the pre-
test eight Subjects in each group deMonstrated competency while on
the vost-test l subjects in the experimental group and only seven
subjects in theiconttol group demonstrated competency. -

They further point out that, from some tasks plus observations
made while the tasks were being administered, it was inferred that
the language used to present the'tasks masked the extent to which some
process skills were developed and, further, that this masking effect

O

was greater for the control group.

0
Findin4gs and Interpretations

The experimenters indicated that the assumption that behavioral
tasks provide a sound mechanism for assessing curricular outcomes
judged to be especially important at the local level is supported by
this study. Cbmparisons of experimental and control gtoups produced
statistically significant results in favor of the experimental groups.
Subjective examination of results by task and clusters of tasks were.

.congidered fruitful. To strengtien these subjective analyses one
could use chi square where cell frequencies are adequate. One of the

real bonuses of, utilizing behavioral tasks lies in he insights
individuals administering the tas15is gain in how child n perceive and

attack task solutions.

One of the greatest sources of difficulty is the language of
the task, which can mask skill development. A more obvious difficulty
rests with attempts to consistently administer the tasks.

It should also be remembered that failure to demonstrate competency

fon a particular task provides limi d information, since subordinate
(enroute) behaviors may have been eveloped. Not knowing the extent

cowhich this may have occurred is an unavoidable problem when any
sample of tasks is utilized, but the problem can be expected to become
larger as the sample of tasks becomes smaller.

9
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Abstractor's Notes

While such research as this adds to the significant knowledge of
methods and procedures in science teaching and learning, a compiling
and comparison of the results of similar studies seems highly desir-.
able before truly dependable results can accrue.

.1n learning studies, as we all know, there, are many variables
that are difficult to control effectively. For example, children in
the expeyimental group may indeed respond positively to the situation
in whiCt speCial teachers are involved and because of this achieve
to their greatest capacity while the routine in the control group
does not elicit such effort. It is also common knowledge that with-
out extra training the teachers in the control ,group cannot possibly
teasFe,up to the standard.of the investigators. In many cases the
teachers of the control groups are not only untrdined in the methods
Pof instruction, they may,in4eed be unaware of the objectives for
teaching the material while the experimental group instructors are
teaching with specific objectives in mind. 'No amount of statistical
manipulation can really compensate for these differences.

What may be thought of as a byproduct of such investigation is
the growth and development made by the investigators in understanding
the many facets of how children learn, their difficulties, potential,
the importapce of motivation; indeed, an understanding of the probleis
involved#in teaching at the elementary school level. The experience.
may also result in a more thorough understanding of how science fits
into the total elementary school program. It may further result in .
examinipg some of thy behavioral tasks and Processes in light of their
appropriateness and"significance of young children. As is the case
in many of our investigations into the learning of children, careful
study of the teaching process as itNgoes on and the data that result
cause us to proceed with caution in forming generalizations from our
experience and results. Many of the so-called studies in accounta-
bility presently in process will do well to apply a more scientific
attitude toward interpretation.

e
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HOffman, Frederic and Marvin Druger. "Relative Effectiveness of Two

Methods of Audio-Tutorial Instruction in.Biology." Journal of

Research in 'Science Teaching, Vol. 8, No. 2:149-156, 1971.

Descriptors--*Audiovisual Instruction, *Autoinstructional Aids,'
College Science, Educational Strategies, *Genetics, *Instruction,

Research 0

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by

,Martin Hetherington, Michigan State University.

Purpose

The purpose of this research was to analyze and compare the

relative effectiveness of two different audiotape strategies with

respect to their effect on student achievement, student retention,
attitudes, problem solving abilities and critical thinking abilities.

There were seven hypotheses tested.

*
Rationale

since the inception of audio-tutorial instruction, no systematic
attempt has been made to analyze and compare the relative effective-

ness of different audiotape strategies. In the past many of the audio-

tutorial programs have been structured intuitively or through trial

and error by the instructor.

Research Design and Procedure

A sample of 90 students, 43 males@and 47 females, was randoM1y

selected from more than 800 students enrolling for the first semester

of a general biology course at Syracuse University. Only five of the

students had prior experience with audiotaped instruction. The sample

was randomly divided into two equal sized groups, each being taught

by a different audiotape strategy in separate audiotape laboratories.

Each laboratory was equipped in the same way. Students were provided

with guidesheets for the current lesson when they entered the labora-

tory. These guidesheets contained charts, diagrams, problems and

instructions for laboratory work.

At the begAnfining of each week the students signed up for as many

two hour blocks(f laboratory time ae they wished for that week's work.

There were no discussion periods or lectures. 4eneral information and

quizzes were administered once a week.

The experimental period lasted six weeks. The subject matter was

the same for both groups: mitosis, meiosis, and genetics. The major

difference between the two experimental groups was the audiotape teach-

ing strategy.

O
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The direct group. received lessons of a descriptive or expoSitory
nature that usualrly involved_pansive notetaking by the students, The
emphasis was on listening, with little or no question and answer activ-
ity. Students were directed to examine diagrams,film loops, alide4
and guidesheets. There were no self -quizzeq and very little problem
solving or investigations done by the students in this group. The
laboratory work was guided by'audiotapes and written instructions, with
all observations, conclusions and answers to questions stated on guide -
sheets. The amount of student -teachei interaction was minimal in this
method.

The .indirect group was taught by a lecture-question-answer method
in which the students proceeded toward the objectives in an inVesti-
gatory manner. Lecturing was on the essential information and no more.
The film loops, slides, and demonstration materials were primarily the
same as those used for the direct group. The guidesheets were'dift,
ferent in that they contained only a skeletal framework:as a'guideto
learning. The students used the guidesheets to develop answers to
questions, form their own conclusions and solve problems. Laboratory
assignments Were outlined on the guidesheets and the students answered
questiOns and made observations to accomplish the laboratory objectiires.
The amount of student=teaeher interaction within the taped lessons was
much greater in this group than in the direct group. -

x.

An analysis instrument had to be developed in'order to determine
whether the two'strategies used were different. This instrument was 7---"--
similar to.that used. by Flanders f-or classroom interaction. Nine
categories of classification were usedi, four'cate *ries were directed
at the Indirect group and five categories, at %?the irect group. The
first four categories of clasbification, 1 through 4, were designed

3, for the Indirect group and came under the heeding of "Holdvating
Statements." The last categories were designed for the Direct

whirgroup. Categories 5 6 were under the heading of "Information
k Giving," and 7, 8, and 9 under the heading of "Control $tatements."
The taped lessons and the laboratory exercises were analyzed using this
instrument.

.
.

The analysis instrument was designed to deterMine-thd directness
or indirectness of a lesson based on teacher input as obtained from
tape manuscripts and guidesheets for each group. The categories were
grouped into direct and indirect activities, according tojthe freedom
of.action of the student during the taped sequence. Direct activities
were either of an information giving nature or a form of control.
Indirect activities were those in which the student's freedom of actiOn
yea considerably increased and in which he may have been mentally
motivated Or encouraged. Each taped script and laboratory guidesheet
was evaluated according to the nine categories., The analysis was .
reached in sequence as the categories occurred in the scrilts. Cate-
gory numbers were then compiled in a matrix, one pair at a time.

To determine the reliability of the analysis tool, a Scott's
correlation was computed of each of 10 taped lessons using thrde self-
trained observers.

The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Exam, for& Ym, was usAd to
measure critical thinking'ehanges and transfer of learning abilities.

12
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A subject matter exam, prepared by the inves?gator, was used to

test differences between the two experimental groups in achievement,
retention, anSI problem solving abilities. The' reliability of the 60-

item exam'was determined to be 0.86 using the Kuder.Richardson formula
20. The content validity was maintained by including a cross-sectional
sample of a large number of items representing the areas in which per-
formance was to be evaluated. The test items were developed by instruc-

tors in the field of genetics. An item analysis based on 175 students

taking each of the 60 multiple choice items was made.

A further breakdown of the 60 items was made. to derive the two

types of questions used in this investigation. The knowledge type

quegtions were intended to measure/the student's ability to recall
facts and make simple observations. The use of knowledge type questions

was designed to test the student's' ability to apply his knowledge and

solve problems, state and make judgements. The 60 questions were
reviewed by a panel of five educators to determine the appropriate

type.

An attitude questionnaie was prepared by the investigator to
devaluae attitude changes in the two groups.

Each test instrument was given to both groups. Both groups were

pretested and posttested.

Findings

The investigators found that they could train observers to use
their analysis instrument with a'high level of agreement in their

script and.laboratory analyses. 4

They were successful in constructing a 60 -item iultiple choice t--

test which had the following discriminating powers: 55 percent were

0.4 and over, 37 percent Were 0.2 to 0.4 and 8 percent were 0.2 and

under.

The attitude questionnaire, which was prepared by the investiga-

o tion, indicated that the pretest scores would reflect the two groups to
be homogeneous at the start of the course. All the "t" values which

were computed'to determine differences betweln the two groups fell well

below the required t (.05, 85) of 1.99.

The seven null hypotheses tested were:

Null Hypothesis 1: At the conclusion of the experimental period,
the two groups will not differe with respect to their mastery of facts,
concepts, and principles concerning heredity as measured by a subject

matter exam prepared by the investigator.

A t-test was performed to .test differences between the means of
the pretest scores of the two. groups. That was determined to be 0.949

and the required t (.05, 85)' was 1.99. The results of the t-test

indicated that there teas no significant.difference between the direct

and indirect groups with respect to their mastery of facts, concepts

"\S



and principles concerning heredity. Therefore, the hypothesis was not
rejected.

, .

Null Hypothesis 2: ,At the conclusion of.the experimental period,
the two groups will not differ with respect to their problem solving
ability as measured by the use of knowledge questions from the investi-
gator's subject matter exam.

q.

A t-test was performed to test diSiferences between the means of
the two groups with respect to the use of knowledge questions.

The t obtained was 3.03 and the required t (.65, 85) was 1.99.
The results of the tAest--lndicate'that there whs a significant dif-
ference between the two groups. The indirect group perforied signifi-
cantly better, with respect to problem solving abilities. Therefore,
the null hypothe is was rejected.

Null Hypothesis 3: The two experimental groups will not differ
with respect to their ability to retain factual and conceptual infor-
mation was measured by a subject matter iest"prepared by the inveseigator.

The observea t value for the t-test for difference between the
means of thentUt groups was 1.07-and the required t (.05, 85) was 1.99.
Based on the results of the t-test, the hypothesis was not rejected
since there appeared to be no significant difference between the two
groups with respect to their abilities to retain factual and concept-
ual information.

Null Hypothesis 4: At the conclusion of the experimental period,
the two groups will not differ with respect to their ability to think /

critically and to transfer learning to other situations as measured
by the Watson-Glaser Critical-Thinking Exam, form Ym.

o

The t-test results for differences between the means of the two
groups produced a t of 0.18. The required t (0.5,_85) for a signifi-
cant difference was 1.99.., Based on the test, there appeared to be
no significant difference between the critical thinking abilities of
the two groups, and therefore,sthet hypothesis was not rejected.

Null Hypotheses '5, 6, and 7: Three null hypotheses wee testelil
with regard\to the attitude questionnaire.

At the conclusion of-the experimental period neither group will
show a difference from their original attitude°toward:

(a) biolo6 and genetics as course subjects
(b) the indirect teaching strategy
(c) the audio-tutorial method of instruction

Each item on the questionnaire was assigned to one of the three
categories and each was examined to determine the direction of the
shift in the response patterns of the two groups from the pretest to
the posttest.

14



Each of the hypotheses was examined in light of the following

questions:
st

(1) Were there any individual items which showed significant

changes between the pretpst and the posttest for either
group?.

. .

(2) If there were any significant changes,,What were the

directions'Of change; increase or decree (positive or

negatiVe)?

(3) Was there a significant difference between the riumber of

items showing a positive Shift and the number of items

showing a negative shift in attitude for either group?

- Within the category of genetics and biology as course subjects,

the ;wo significant rebPonses indicate that students of bath groups

preferred.the genetics units at the-beginning of the course. The one

significant negative response indicated that the direct group felt,

that biology was a difficult course.

The indirect group felt that there was sufficient information on

the guidesheets while the direct group felt that there should have

been more. teither group believed that the students Should be made

to search for knowledge, but they liked the-idea of weekly quizzes.

In general,.the students felt that the merits of audio-tutorial

instruction far outweighed any shoitcomings and that it was an effec-

tive and inspiring pethod of teaching. They felt that they learned

more in a shorter time, were encouraged to think critically, were not

frustrated by the mfthod and-were helped by the guidesheet and the

clearly defined objectives.

Not all of 61 items on the questionnaire reflected a signifi-

cant shift from th students.' original attitudes.

-Out ofthe 10 items related to biology and genetics as course

.subjects, both groups reflected 5 positive and 5 negative shifts.

From the six items pertaining to the indirect strategy, both groups

showed three, positive aiaa three negative shifts. Neither group

reflected a significant change from their original attitudes. There-

fore, the hypotheses concerningSithese two aspects were not rejected.

Out of the 28 items related to audio-tutorial instruction, the

direct group showed 28 positive and 0 negative shifts and the indirect,

group showed 26 positive and 2 negative shifts. Therefore, this

hypothesis was rejected since there was a difference from the students'

original attitudes toward the audio-tutorial method.

Interpretations

The results of the study indicated that both the direct and the

indirect audio-tutorial strategies were equally as effective for teach-
, ing facts, concepts, and principles concerning heredity. Both



strategies had the same effect concernin the retention of facts, con-
cepts, and principles concerning heredity. Both strategies resulted
in a significapt change in students' attitudes in favor of audio-
tutorial instruction.

Neither the direct nor the indirect strategy improved students'
critical thinking abilities. Neither caused a-Significant change in
the students' attitude toward biology and genetics as course subjects
or toward the indirect teaching strategy'.

There was a significant difference between the two strategies
with regard to ptroblem solving abilities. The results of the study
suggested that the indirect teaching'strategy might be a more effective
teaching strategy than the direct for developing problem solving

, abilities.

The tape analysis instrument developed during this study provided
a means to objectively analyze the directness or indirectness of taped
instruction. The reOlts do not indicate highly significant..,difference6
between the direct and indirect, teaching strategies.

Abstractor's Notes

Methods to quantify the value of audio-tutorial teaching have
been needed for a long time. This paper tries to get at one technique
to do this. The fact thay the main finding of this research was the
interest of students in the audio-tutorial teaching is not new. The
survey points out that of the 90 students used in the research, only
5'had prior experience with audiotaped instructions and that this
instruction was in language laboratories. This means that for most
of the students the Hawthorne effect was a possibility. Similar
research should be done with a student population who had been exposed
to several audio=tutorial courses before the direct-indirect teaching
strategies were applied.

Why wasn "t the attitude questionnaire also given to include
attitudes about the direct teaching strategy?

The,results might have been expected'to come out the way they did;
this does not necessarily mean that this is the best way to teach
problem solving to students.

16
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Hughes, Earl F., "Aole Playing as a Techni5ue for Developing a
Scientific Attitude in Elementary Teather Trainees." Journal
of Research in Science Teaching, Vol. 8, No. 2:113-122, 1971.
Descriptors--Elementary School Teadhers, *Instruction, Methods
Courses, Research, *Role Playing, Science Education, *Scientific
Attitudes, *Teacher Education

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
William R. Brown, Old Dominion University,.

Purpose

The problem of:devi ng an effective teaching technique for.
developing a more positiv attitude toward science, scientific
endeavors, and scientists as'applied to preservice elementary,tevhers
is the general focus-of this study. The null hypotheSes tested were:

(1) There is no significant difference.on the science attitude
measure between the control group and the combined treat-
ment-groups of reading a persuasive communication,-role
playing, and, observing the role playing.

(2) There is no sighificant difference between thegtoup that
only reads the communication and the combined observer
and role playing groups on the science attitude measure.

(3) There is no significant difference between the observer
group and the role playing groui'on the science attitude

, measure.

Rationale

The author contends that elementary teadhers,should have a
positive scientific attitude in order to more erfectively teach
elementary children an active, hands-on version of science. Since

many preservice teachers have experienced science only as an organized

body of knowledge, they have not been given the opportunity to form-
ally experience the process and concept development components of
science. As a'result of this limited experience, preservice teachers

,in general do not exhibit a positive attitude toward science, sci-
entists, and scientific endeavors.

A review of research studies related to existing characteristics
of science teacherp and science' students provides a broad series Of
conclugions that directly or, indirectly relate to the statedtproblem

and hypotheses. Generally, elementary teachers are reluctant to teach
science, the amount of science training for teachers is positively
correlated to opinions held by scientists, and college science classes
do not contribute to an understanding of science.

A fundamental assumption of this 'study is that college science
courses appear to increase the preservice teacher's confidence and

17



competence in science, but they do not cause the prospective teacher
to teach for current curricular objeCtives at the elementary school

The investigator assumed that an attitude change technique
using persVhsive communication and role playing would effect attitude
change in preservice teachers as part4of a science methods course.
Six studies are cited that deal with attitude change techniques.

(ReseArCh Design. and Procedure.
.

.

.V.rour groups were ,formed. GroUp C, the control, mad an innocuous
Csmmunication and responded to ten science attitude items (post-test).
Group R read the persuasive communication and responded to the science
items:. Group RO read the persuasive Communication, listened .to and
obserVed the role playing, and responded to the science items., Group
RRP read the persuasive communication, role played atproponent'ef the
positiOn of the communication, and responded to the science items.
The persuasive treatment was administered four weeks after the pre-
test was given. The pretest scores were used to assign subjects to
experiMentai groups with no significant differente Utween the mean
science attitude of the four groups. Nine days after the treatment
a post-post-test, identical to the pretest, was administered..

The sample of 184 was drawn from science methods or physical
science for elementary 'teachers classes from; four colleges. The
students of an instructor from each institution were used. There were
28 males and 176 females in the 204 post-test subjects. Of these,
97 were juniors and 96 were seniors. Nine subjectshad incomplete
data on year in school.

The persuasive communication took a position on each-,of the ten
questions included in the attitude measure. The main points emphasized
concerned benefits from a discovery approach and science as a dynamic,
analytical, flexible way of approaching a prdblem. The innocuous com-
munication was an article on the characteristics of a good test. Both
communications were approximately 2000 words long and required reading
rates of 200 words per minute to complete in the allotted time.

The science attitude measure, post-test, used a-seVen choice
Likert-type scale ranging from strongly agree to no opinion to strongly
disagree.

The pretest and post-post-test were identical. The ten sciencef
related items used in the:post-test were embedded at random within a
34 item opiniounaire including science, mathematics, social studies, I

andlanguage arts questions. -

A computer program using a multiple linear-regression analogy to
a single-classification analysis of variance was used, to test the
three hypotheses.



Findings

Hypothesis 1 --(Null hypothesis on&was rejected (p < .001)."
enty-one percent of the variance in the post-test attitude scores

o he subjects was accounted for by their membership in one of the
trea nt groups. This large difference\provides a high.degree of
confidence in the effectiveness of the attitude change treatments.

Hypothesis 2 - Null hypothesis:two cannot be rejected (p
It can be,inferred that the combined role playing experience is no
more effective than only reading the persuasiVe communication. .

HypOthesis' 3 - Null hypothesisi three cannot be rejected (p.s .84).
From the results of the test for H2 and H3 it can be inferred that
there is no significant difference the relative effectiveness of
the three treatments.

The three null hypotheses were tested using pretest and polt-

test items. A post-poSt-test was administered. The magnitude of
difference between the control group andthe combined treatment
group Was smaller on the poet-poet-test )ran on the post-test compari-

sons. The treatment groups were still significantly different from
the control group while not significantly different from each other. ,

Interpretations '

The investigator concluded that attitudes toward science and
elementary school science instruction can.be modified by the use of
an attitude-change technique with a persuasive communication as .its.
basic:mechanism.

Two factors were presented that should have contributed to groups
ROland REP being more influenced than group R. These factors concern
the total amount of information to which each subject was.expoSed and
the reiteration of the tagics of the communication. A high level of
accOptance of the ideas of the communication prior to the role playing
may account for the failure of the treatment factors'to create a dif-

ferende between groups.

The results of the study do not support the value of role playing
as a superior attitude-change technique to reading a persuasive com- .

Munication.

Abstractor's Notes

The basic component of the study deals with attitudes of pre-
service teachers toward science and scientists. The total span of

the study covered forty days. Since the results show only differ-
, ences between control and combAhed treatment groups, 5he difference
may not be the result of the sOcific treatment, but he result of

any treatment. Perhaps preservice teachers were reacting to being

in a treatment group regardless of the treatment. College students

learn to give answers-that they judge as appropriate taa specific

19
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situation. These students can present certain, attitudes but not act
in accordance with these stated attitudes.,

Several possibilities exist to.g at,Ae.development of atti-
tudesf First, attitudes and changes i*attitudes appear to be long-
range phenomena. What effect might bete behetweenthe four groups
in excess of ten days?' 'What teachingbehaViors might indicate that
preservice teachers hold certain attitudes?i'llerhaps role playing
may be a more suitable method to learn certain teaching' strategies
instead ,of attitude developMent. Was attitude development or rather
modification of attitude the subject of this. study?

The review of literature had little to'do with role playing as
a technique. It is not clear that the few studies cited dealt with"
science. No time parameter was given. r attitude change does
occur, how lasting is this change,? Even, if the. attitude modification
does occur, what evidence indicates that affirmative action, neces-
sarily accompanies ansattitude shift? Specifically, no studies were
cited that even alluded to'attitude changes of preservice teachers

' 'Os,-and concomitant teaching strategies_thaNreflected these attitudes.
I

The sample was drawn romInly four illstructors. No control-
as to classroom^events was ited. What occurred'in these various
classes during the forty days of the project was not discussed.' The
investigator stated that a setting was :selected to make an' expert-
mental treatment related to science and-Science teaching seem a
natdral extension of the normal class objectives. Were'these classes
required or elective? If elective, these students may haye already
held more positive attitudes toward science and thus were easily
subject to attitude modification by any of the three treatments.

1 Several unanswered questions remain-concerning the attitude
measure used as a pretest, post-test, and post-post-test. How was
scorng completed Students responded to one of seven points on a
Likeft scale. How were these responses converted to.the' scores
reported such as a mean of 43.33 for group C on the post-test? No
estimates of reliability or validity were reported. Since the ten
science items were part of a .34-item instrument, was there an effect
due to the 24 distraotors? Sample items should.be reported to give
a clearer picture of the type of items used. Are ten items suffi-
cient to gauge attitude modification of,such.a brbad area as science,
scientists, and scientific endeavors When in the course of the
academic year was the attitude instrument administered? If this
study was completed at the beginning of the semester, there would
be less chance of classroom-instruction variables contribpting to
the test results.

The persuasive' communication was composed by the investigator.
Was any pilot work done with-the communication to identify reading
level and the appropriateness of the 200 words per minute time limit?
Perhaps a fifth experimental group who did not read either the
persuasive communication or the innocuous communication would haVe
been appropriate. The gffect of reading any communication could have
bean explored.

20
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The analysis of data does support the investigator's contention
that attitudes toward science, as measured by a 10-item instrument
dan,be modified. It dons not appear possible too extrapolate as to
the ultimate effect On the preservice teacher as measured by per-
formance with Children' Even if the attitude modification does occur,
does it make any difference? If so,'-how do we know?

Evidentfy these atudents'were not familiar with role playing
,strategies. The investigator reported that he observed very little
new information or arguments from the role playing. If role playing

was really the focus of the study as stated in the title, perhaps
activities including role playing should have preceded the study.

The statement was made that the majority of the subjects were
probably much in favor of the point of view of the communication
before role playing. Possibly the role playing and the watching of
the role playing did Clarify the content of the communication. Could
this Game effect be cleated by a discussion among the subjects? The

investigator does address himself extensively to possible factors that
may account for'the failure of the treatment to create a difference
between groups.

The following statement was made that does not appear to be a
valid generalization from this study as stated. "The implications

from this study suggest that the explicit evaluation of the sciences
programs in terms of the desired pupil activities and terminal objda=
tives may be a better method of creating the desired science attitude
in prospective teachers than indiscriminantly presenting science
teaching materials, science curricula, and science teaching methods
and hoping that the prospective teacher'wili synthesize this'infoLma=
tion in such a way as to develop a 'good' science attitude." The

study' as reported does not imply that persuasive communication and
associated treatments,will aid preserVice teachers in becoming "better"

teachers. Perhaps placing preservice teachers in public sehooli as
part of their training would be more effective in attitude modifica-

tion toward children than would a contrived role playing situation.
Perhaps participation in a research project would accomplish an atti-
tude shift concerning science and scientists. The unanswered question
remains_ -Even with an attitude modification that is positive toward
science, will the elementary teacher be more "effective?" It sounds

reasonable to expect this outcome, but this particular study is not
addressed to this issue.

If attitudes can be modified on a permanent basis; if tl-o atti-
tude measure is valid and reliable; if kite sample was of sufficient
size to generalize; if the persuastve communication was specific to
the attitude modificatton desired; and if the attitude modification

r in fact makes a difference in the ultimate performance of the teacher,

then the techniques reported may be an aid in teacher training. '
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Noon, Thomas C., "A Study of Verbal Behavior Patterns in Primary
Grade Classrooms During Science Activities." Journal of Research
in Science Teaching, Vol. 8, yo. 2:171-177; 1971.
DescriptOrsducational Research, *Elementary Scheol Science,

l'Inservice Teacher Education, *Interaction Process AnalAis,
*Questioning Techniques, Teadher Education, Verbal Communication

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Lowell Bethel, University of Texas at Austin.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to select and analyze verbal
behavior patterns of both:elementary school pupils and teachers while
they were participating in classroom science activities.

The six hypotheses tested in the study are; There will be no
significant differences in

1. the teachers' I/D ratios during science activities, before
and after the introduction of SCIS teaching methods and
materials.

2. the percentage of time teachers spend talking during science
activities, before and after the introduction of SCIS teach-
ing methods. and materials.

.3. the percentage of time students talk during science activities,
before and after the introduction of SCIS teaching methods
end materials.

4. the percentage of continuous student comment during 'science
activities, before and after the introduction of SCIS teach-
in&methods and materials.

5. the kinds of questions teachers ask children, before and after
the introduction of SCIS teaching methods and materials.

6.,the teachers' copprehension of the process aspects of science,
'before and after the introduction of SCIS teaching methods
and materials.

Rationale

Many of the new elementary science programs require changes in
the traditional role of the classroom teacher if they are to Wsuc-
cessfully implemented, One method for determining the degree of role
modificatioi after introduction of a new elementary science prpram
(SCIS) is to examine samples of verbal behavior patterns used during
clasiroom science activities. basic assumptions underlying this
study.are:
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i; Verbal behavior selected for analysis is an adequate sample

of the teachers' total classroom behavior.

2. The quantity and quality of teachers'
student reactions.

k largely determine

3. The types of questions asked by teachers determine the
quality of teaching and the level of thinking being stimulated.

4. The lessons observed are representative of the science lessons

taught daily during the study.

The investigator does cite previous li %rature to which this
investigation is related (i.e. Fischler and astasiow, Snyder).

Research.Design and Procedure

The sample consisted of 32 primary grade teachers located in five

Michigan school districts (DeWitt, East Lansing, Grand Hedge, Lainzs....

burg, and Williamston). Sixteen of the teachers used Science Cur-
riculum Improvement Study (SCIS) methods and materials while the

remaining 16 teachers used conventional science methods and activities.

In addition, the 16 teachers using the SCIS methods and materials had

been participants in a three-week SCIS workshop the previous summer

during the investigation. This wad the primary experimental variable\

Tape recordings of the verbal behavior of the 32 teachers were

made during each science lesson observed from Aprii 22, 1968, until

March 27, 1969. ForMal observation of the 16 SCIS-trained teachers

began prior to their summer in-service workshop. The SCIS-trained

teachers were observed five times and the conventional teachers were

observed only two times; The recorded samples of verbal behavior were

analyzed and evaluated using three instruments: Tlie Flanders System of

Interaction Analysis, tbe Science Teaching Observational Instrument,
and the Science Process Test for Elementary School Teachers. The

Process Test for Elementary School Teachers was a written test and

was administered to the 16 SCIS-trained teachers prior to the partici-

pating in the summer workshop and again at the conclusion of the study.

The Flanders System of Interaction Analysis was used to obtain

i) data to test the first four hypotheses. The Science Teaching Obser-

vational Instrument was used to evaluate the data to test the fifth

hypothesis. The Science Process Test for Elementary School Teachers

was used to evaluate the data to test the sixth hypothesis.

Findings

The findings of the vestigation ware as follows:

1. No significant differ6ces were found between the two

t ether groups in their I/D ratios, percentage of teacher

elk, percentage of student talk, and percentage of con-

inuous student comment during science activities.
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2. No significant differences were found between the initial
observation and final observation of those teachers employ-
ing die conventional science activities in regard} tg, I/D
ratios, percentage of teacher talk, percentage of_student
talk., and percentage of continuousstudent comment during
ucience activities.

3. A significant difference was found in the I/D ratios of the
16 SCIS teachers as measured before and after the intro-
duction of the'new science methods and materials.

4. No sigAificant difference6 were found in SCIS teachers'
percentage of teacher talk, percentage of student talk,
and percentage of continuous student comment during science

6activitiee.

5. A significant difference was found in the types of questions
SCIS-trained teachers asked their students.

6. No significant differences were found in the SCIS-trained
teachers' comprehension of the process aspects of science
ea measured by the Science Process Test for Elementary
School Teachers.

Interpretations

The I/D ratios of the SCIS teachers did improve significantly.
However, the researcher noted that the I/D ratio of the SCIS teachers
decreased over time, indicating that they moved from a more indirect
verbal behavior pattern approach to a more direct verbal approach
during science activities. A possible reason offered for this decrease
was the materials-centered approach of the science program. Directions
given to pupils for working with the materials tended to depress the
I/D ratios. An indication of this was.the increase in the percentage
of dir atm-giving (Flanders Category 6).

Th SCIS teachers did significantly shift from askinflow-order
uestio types (requiring little cognitive skill) to higher order

gum:1ft nolXrequiring higher cognitive efforts).

Abstractor's Notes

Meny of the new elementary school sciencesprogrems emphasize
inquiry skills including oral communication skills. the role of the
teacher in providing a classroom environment which fosters the develop-
ment of these skills is critical. Thus, change in the traditional
role o,$ the classroom teachers is required if these goals are to be
realized. The investigator in thisstudy attempted to assess the
effect of in-pervice experience and new science materials in modifying
the traditional rdle of 4ie conventional teacher by evaluating samples
of teachers' and pupils',Verbal behavior. However, there appears to
be a paucity of literatureto support this vi- a5 cited in'the invea-
tigation. Although space limitations conside eA, there should be
more information given in this area. No s ries of the research
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literature are made. Thus, it is difficult for the reader to assess

the importance of the investigation's:outoomes.

*,,A major shortcoming of the study is the description of the sample

tested and the sampling procedures. No indication is given as to how

the teacher samples were chosen and why. In addition, the teachers
chosen are so poorly described that it might be difficult, if not
impossible, to replicate this study because of this shortcomifig. Such

factors as race, age, years of teaching experience, and sex, as well
as other sample traits are omitted. Further, the investigator does

not describe the pupil sample as used in the investigation. There is

no mention of age, grade-level, sex, or socioeconomic level. These

,variables, are all critical to replication and are conspicuously absent.

Although the instrumentation used in the investigation is ade-
quately described, no mention is made of reliability and validity

coefficients. A reader unfamiliar with the instruments would be et

a loss to dete ine their true value as used in this investigation.

Procedural biaa_may have been introduced by taping the control

group only two times'? Would there be a problem in randomly obtaining
sufficient verbal behavior samples for analysis and evaluation?
Perhaps this should have *considered. The investigator did not

describe how he selected s es of verbal behavior for analysis and

evaluation. How is the reader to know if there is any sampling bias P

here?

The results are presented in a concise, manner. The written
description is consistent with the data and inferences are kept to a
minimum in the.results. The analysis of data collected using the
Flanders Interaction Analysis System does present some problems as

the investigator admits. He does offer suggestions for procedures
and methods to be used in future studies involving science classroom

activities. Although the results of this investigation revealed that
the verbal behavior patterns of teachers are altered after the intro-

duction of SCIS teaching methods and materiail, little or no change

in the verbal behavior patterns of the children occurred.

O
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Raymond, Anne, "The Acquisition of Nonverbal Behaviors by Preservice
Science Teachers and Their Application During Student Teaching."
Journal of Research in,Science Teaching, Vol. 10, No. 1:13-24,
1973.

Descriptors--*Classroom Communication, *Educational Research,
*Methods Research, Microteaching, Nonverbal Ability, *Preservide
Education, *Science Education, Teaching Techniques, Verbal
Ability

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Glenn 4. Crumb, fiestern Kentucky University. '

a

Purpose

Research conducted over the past several yearslhas.consistently
identified silence or nonverbal teacher-student interaction'as an area
needingibetter description, analysis and study. There are, however,
only a few studies reported that attempt to analyze the effect of pur-
posefully designed teacher training activities upon nonverbal inter-
action in the classroom.

The study by Raymond investigated the effect of training pre-
service teachers enrolled.in a methods course to identify and practice
the skill of usirg'conVerbal cues and silence. The parameters ana-
lyzed includedotime devoted, to nonverbal behaviors, time devoted to
congruent behaviors with students, number of positive nonverbal inter-
actions and, pupil perceptions of effectiveness of the student teachers
who have completed the brief training program on nonverbal behavior.

Rationale

It is an underlying assumption of this and other research studies
on "micro-criteria" that teachers who are able to exhibit each'skill
in a set of teaching skills (at or beyond the Criterion level) will
display greater overall teaching effectiveness than those teachers
whose training does not concentrate upon the development of one skill -

ata time. In this research the use of nonverbal cues and silence_
during teacher-student classroom interaction was investigated'to deter-
mine the effect of training of preservice teachers in using this skill.
Although considered separate and apart from other teacher skills, the
data collected and analyzed included both verbal and nonverbal inter-
actionp (classed as positive, negative and neutral) observed over the
same period of time within the classes being taught by the experi-
mental subjects. '13

Research Design and Procedure

The sample for the study consisted of twenty preservice secojdary
' school science teachers, selected from a group of thirty-one- who were

enrolled in the macro- teaching experience during the fall and winter
t terms, 1970-71. The twenty subjects randomly assigned to the treatment

Ns
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and control groups were those preservice teachers who elected to

complete their student teaching requirement during the winter or

spring terms, 1971.

All subjects were exposed to the concept of micro-teaching via

lecture and discussion conducted by the researcher At the initial

meetine of a one-credit hour seminar. For.each micro-lesson to be

developed, the specific teaching skill (e.g. set induction) was iden-

tified, then a filmed model lesson was presented. Following this

prfsentation, questions were answered. Then the subjects were asked

to prepare a science lesson to focus upon -the particular skill.

During the research phase, both the treatment and control groups

developed and taught micro-lessons designed to develop the teaching

skills of "set induction" an "using probing questions," According

to a prepared schedule. The treatment group developed and taught a

third micro-lesson designed to develop skill in use of nonverbal cues

and silence, For each micro-lesson the procedure for developing the

skill-was the same; the skill was identified by lecture and discussion,

a model was viewed on film, a second discussion/question period
followed, micro-lessons were prepared and taught, micro-lesson critique

by studentsiand supervisor followed, the "reteach" sestions and suh-

sequent critiques ensued until criterion level performance was reached.

For the first micro- lesson,'peer preservi e teachers served as students

and all sessions were videotaped. For the second and third micro-

lessons, volunteer public junior high schoo344,studentsIho were in

study hall in the last two periods qf the day served as students for

the micio-lessons.

During their student teaching experience, following the training,

each preservice teacher in the study was asked to select a class for

videotaping. The tapes were used for analysis of teacher behaviors

using the Biology Teacher Behavior Inventory (BTBI). An inalobserver

reliability of .81 was finally regdhed after initially finding agree-
'

ment "too low to establish reliability."

The quality of the teacher-student.nonverbal interaction was

analyzed from classroom observItion data collected by three cooperating

teachers and the researcher using the % ALL. The % ALL was modified

,to allow coding of the initiating sourceof the interaction. Inter-

coder agreement of .79 on the Scott Index of Inter Coder Agreement was

reached after training.
4

Data on student perception of teacher effectiveness were collected

immediately following the videotaped lesson conducted by the student

teacher. This was accomplished by having the members of the student

teacher's class complete the Teacher Demonstrationg Rating Form.

The record cf the videotaped teacher-student classroom inter-

actions was encoded using the BTBI, according to the various forms of

expressed behavior including "verbal," "nonverbal," "congruent," and

"contradictory." The number of seconds of each behavior evidenced by

tht teacher was recorded and ;hese data converted to percentage of

total behavior observed during the class period. This proCedure was

used in order to allow comparisons of teacher data collected for class
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period of different lengths. Contradictory'behavior, as a category,'
was subsequently eliminated dile to low incidence.

-4
Findings

The percentage of time that each teacher displayed nonverbal
behavior was ranked across both groups and the Man-Whitney U was
applied to test the significance of difference in the amount of non- ,P

Verbal behavior displayed. The hypothesis that "teachers who have
identified and practiced the skill of nonverbal cues during a methods
class will devote significantly more time to nonverbal behaviors' during
the student teaching ekperience"' could'uot be rejected at the400.0100Vel.

The percentage of time teachers spene'expressing behaviors con-
gruent with students was also calculated,,ranked aerobe groups and
subjected to the Mann-Whitney U Test. The hypothesis that the treat-
ment group would display significantly more time'to congruent behavior
with students was rejected.

The teacher-student.interaction patterns resulting from the appli-
cation of the % ALL was analyzed by determining the average number of
observed incidences of teacher- initiated, positive, nonverbal inter-

-'actions. These means were subjected to a t-test and found to be
significantly different beyond the .05 level. The difference betWeen
the means favored the treatment group.

The scores of teacher effectiveness as indicated by the secondary
school pupils in the classes taught by the student teachers were
tabulated and the mean scores for the two groups subjected to a t-tesf
for significance of difference in means. The calculated value of t
was reported to ha, "not significant" at the .10 level and the hypo-/

thesis that the treatment group teacher would "be perceived as more
effective" was rejected.

Beyond the results related to the hypotheses tested, the following
findings were reported:

a, A significant positive correlatift?existed between the ranking

1F
of incidence Of teacher initiat , nonverbal positive inte
action and the rank order of eather effectiveness (.05 lev4
on Spearman Rank Correlation).

b. The control group devoted significantly more time to verbal
interaction accordi!Ig to the BTB1 classification. (1) "States
knowledge " -- verbal; (2) "States knowledge"--congruent; and
(3) "Shows knowledge"--congruent. The treatment group spent
significantly more time in "positive affectivity"--non-
verbal(Mann-Whitney U).

c. Nonverbal teacher behavior for the treatment group made up
44 percent of their time while control group teachers devoted,
34 percent of their time to nonverbal behavior.

.4



Interyrbtations

The conclusion reached by the researcher was that "the experimental

group of teachers differed significantly in their classroom behavior

from the control group." The experimental group "devoted more time to
nonverbal behaviors, including more teacher-initiated, positive non-
verbal interactions with students in their classrooms," and had a
larger total amount of time "spent in nonverbal positive effectivity."

A further conclusion was that a causal relationship existed between the
number of positive, nonverbal inteRactions which a student teacher
initiates and one measure of teactiN* effectiveness.

In summary, the study indicated that inclusion of idehtification
and practice in the skill of using nonverbal cues and silence in the
preservice education of science teachers leadsrto more use of positive
nonverbal interactions with students in the classroom during student
to ching. ,From this finding,, and the significant positive correlation
re orted between the number of positive nonverbal interactions and

s udent perceived teacher effectiveness, there seems to be an impli-

ation that such preservice training improves teacher effectiveness
and that such training should be included in science teacher education
programs.

Abstractor's Nees

Because of the space limitations placed upon any author of an
article for professional journal publication a reviewer frequently has

a host of perhaps trivial, nagging, unanswered questions regarding

research design, procedure and the collection and Lxuatment of data.

In most instances a review of the total research report and/or an

interview with the author can retire most - concerns or at least reduce
them to an understandable ',real world of operations" level. Neveithe-

less, questions concerning sample size and selection as well as treat-
ment group versus control group experiences must be Carefully scrut-

inized before generalizing too far afield from this reported study.

The reported data collection and reduction procedures used in this

study leave some unanswered questions about inferences based upon obser-

vations of behavior for the treatment and control groups. For example,

was the exposure time to school students during the training period the

same for the treatment and control groups?' Did the control group
develop and teach a "placebo" lesson to public school students to off-

set the treatment group's contract during the micro-lesson use of non-

verbal cues and silence? What other experiences prior to student
teaching may have been different due to scheduling. treatment and con-

trol group membership separately?

It is ob4rved that no mention was made in the report of the
specific period of time over which the data were collected regarding
teacher-student interactVons using the % ALL. If sampling techniques

were used, what were thelY and how were they determined? In addition,

what method was used to determine how cooperating teachers and the

researcher were assigned to collect data? Did they know which student

teachers were in'the treatment and control groupsrespectively?



If the above questions can be effectively neutralized, then it is
appropriate to examine the data and its statistical treatment in search
for "hard evidence" in support of rejecting or not rejecting the stated
hypotheses as well as for implications and inferences for teacher edu-
cation at large. ?Based upon the tabular presentations in the report,
Table III, one is struck by the fact that on the' average, the treatment
group members displayed slightly less than five positiye nonverbal
teacher-initiated interactions and the control group teachers each
averaged slightly over two. This is an exceedingly small number of
incidences of observed behavior comparedsto the quantity of other
behavior logged. For example, about 100 incidences of nonverbal
behavior were recorded fbr each of the treatmAnt group and control
group. A "quick and dirty" analysis of the data in Table III leads to
the observation that 70 percent of the control group teachers' initi-
ated nonverbal behavior was neutral, while about forty percent of the
treatment group teadhers' initiated nonverbal behavior was neutral. It
is also observed-that about thirteen percent of the nonverbal behavior
of the treatment group was negative whereas 'only four percent of the
control group teachers' initiated nonverbal interactions fell into this
category. This seems to suggest that whereas the report of the study
focuses only upon nonverbal positive behavior, it may be advisable to
examine the data in Table III for inferences regarding other types of
nonverbal behavior as well. Such inspection might well include the
number of incidences of behavior logged in both the verbal and non-
verbal categories, as well as total incidences of behavior categorized
by the cooperating teachers and the researchers. Although the data
presented in Table I lead one ,to the conclusion that the treatment
group devoted more time to nonverbal behaviors, the data in Table III
indicate that the treatment group displayed about twice as many

.^

incidences of verbal behavior as did the control group while only a
small difference was found between the two groups in the total number
of incidences of teacher-initiated nonverbal behavior.

In addition to problems associated with the teacher-initiated
behavior as presented in Tables I and III, there is. the one of inci
dence of student-initiated interactions. The number of incidences of
student-initiated interaction favored the treatment group (about 250
to 330). Most of this difference between the two frequencies of
student-initiated behavior can be attributed to the large amount of
student-initiated verbal behavior on the part of the members of the
classes of the treatment group. Could this have some implications for
the reported finding "that the number of positive, nonverbal teacher-
initiated interactions correlates significantly with the student's per-
ceptio$ of teacher effectiveness?" Could it be that the greater
incidence of student-initiated verbal interaction implies something'
about the quality of teadhing effectiveness as perceived by the students
in the classes of the treatment group teachers?

The extended analysis of the behaviors of the two groups as cate-
gorizedby the Biology Teacher Behavior. Inventory does not provide
sufficient information for reader analysis and evaluation. The state-
ment that the computation of the U values "was hampered by the fact
that 'tied data' interfered with the assignment of meaningful ranks to
the teacher" is weak and indicates limited understanding of the
statistical procedures for, and limitations and implications of, using
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the Mann - Whitney U as a statistic. Table VIII provid an interesting

inference when coupled with the narrative. It would lead one to

believe that the'control group talked more, "States Knowledge," when

the observations logged and repOrted inTable III indicate that the

number of incidences-of teacher-initiated verbal interactions are

higher for the treatment group in the ratio of about 2:1.

In order to place,the above comments into proper perspective it

is necessary to examine the research scope and intent. Although not

stated explicitly in the Journal-, it is presumed that this study was

conducted as part of a degree requirement. As such, it should be per-

ceived to be a very fruitful undertaking. It presents some findings

worthy of consideration and points out some quite obvious "hole& in

research and practice in teacher training in general and scien

teacher training in particular. The shortcomings cited are m t to

be flags for those who would accept, at face value, the results pre-

sented in the article. The limitations of the study are.such as to

deem such action unwise. Further research on this topic does seem

warranted and this work of Raymond certainly provides a substantial

contribution toward its initiation.

,z4
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Renne, Thomas, Heidi Kass and Marshall A. Nay, "The Effect of
Verbalizers on the Achievement of Non-Verbalizers in an Enquiring
ClassrooM.'" Journal of ReSearch in Science Teaching, Vol. 10,
No. 2:113-124, 1973.

Desciiptors--*Academic Achievement, *Behavioral Objectives,
Discovery Learning, Educational Research, *Learning Processes
*Questioning Techniques, Science Education, *Student Charac-
teristics, Verbal Communication

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Jai S. Parakh, Western Washington State College.

Purpose
4

The general purpose of this study was to obtain some knowledge
of one type of classroom verbal interaction, namely questioning.
Specifically, the following questions were investigated: (1) Do
participarits and non-participants differ in the extent to which they
benefit, as measured by an achievement test, from the verbal queries
of the participants? (2) What are some of the characteristics of
students who tend to participate in asking questions, including sek,
I.Q., sociometric rating, academibmetric rating, and reading level,
as opposed to those who do not? (3) What effect does guidance have
on achievement, the degree of partinipation, and the nature, quantity,
and quality of the questions asked?

Rationale

The desirability for students to learn cience by asking questions,
holing discussions, and interacting with each other is often mentioned '

in the science education literature, but there is a shortage of specific
knowledge as to how effectively the students learn from one another.

While classroom enquiry and verbal interaction entail more than
just question askidg, the study was limited to questioning. The basic
assumption is that que t oning is an important aspect of classroom
enquiry. More specifi lly, the Suchman questioning technique was
adopted for this study because it enables a certain degree of experi-
mental classroom control and involves student-initiated questioning,.
which is generally considered desirable. The intent of this investi-
gation was not to study the process of enquiry as definedr:by Suchman
but some aspects of the questioning mode of verbal interaction.

Suchman found that children who received enquiry training became
more fluent in questioning, asked more analytical questions and-fewer
ittbstract conceptual questions, particularly of the diffuse type, than
did the control group.

However, when only some of the students ask questions, to what
extent do tha remainder benefit and to what extent are the verbal
probes.of the questioners-taken as cue by the others and how is sci-
ence achievement influenced? Gallagher found significant differences
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favoring expressive boys over non-expressive boys on both a teacher-
made high school biology test and a BSCS Test. The same trend was
noted for girls but the difference was not statistically significant.
Boys contributed more to verbal activity than girls and expressive
students were found to have a higher mean aptitude score than n5n-
expressive students.

a

The amount of direction of the enquiry process desirable for con-
cept development has been investigated among others by Craig, Kittle,
Butts, Scandura, Butts and Jones, Tanner and Thomas and Snider. .(No
statement of findings of these studies was reported in the article.)

Research Design and Procedure

Twelve randomly selected grade VIII science clasSea were in turn
assigned at random'to three treatment groups of four classes each.
The initial supply of information was the same for all classes in all
treatment groups and was provided by one silent 8mm film loop (unnamed)
in the Science Research Associates Inquiry Development Program series.

Treatment A, or the guided enquiry treatment, consisted of the
film, a test based on the film content which was called a pretest and
Was also considered to act as a guide for the subsequent enquiry
session, and then the same test was readministered after the enquiry
session and called a posttest (emphasis added).

Treatment B, or the unguided enquiry treatment, Was not to
administer the pretest or guide, but to engage in the enquiry session
immediately after the film was viewed and then to take the same post-
test as Treatment A.

Treatment C, or the self-guided enquiry treatent, consisted of
the film followed by the students being asked to submit five written
questions answerable by "yes" or "qo," then the ,enquiry session, and
the same posttest as in A. The written questions were also used to
identify the enquiring and non-enquiring non-participants.

Three enquiry sessions based on the same three (unnamed) films
were conducted with each class by the principal investigator in three
subsequent meetings. A Sample enquiry session was conducted with each
class prior to the oxperimental treatments. 'During the first three
meetings with each of the classes, the following were administered:
the Lorge Thorndike Non-Verbal Test, Level 4, Form A; the Gates Read-
ing Survey, Form 3; a sociogram; and an academiogram. In addition,

an estimate of the extent of questioning in which each student engaged
under normal classroom conditions as obtained by asking each teacher
to rate his students on a five point scale, ranging from one for a
person who rarely asked questions to five for a person who asked many

questions.

The three achievement tests were based on the content shown in
7--the three films. Each of the three ten -item tests had the four-option

multiple choice format. Of the 30 items, 14 items were judged to be
at the two lower levels of Bloom's Taxonomy (knowledge and comprehen-
sion) and the remaining 16 items were judged to be at the four higher
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levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. Three adhieveMent scores, namely, row
achievement, achievement on the two lower levels.and'achievement
.based on the four higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy, were separately
used-. in the ,analysis. The KR-20 reliability of the composite achieve-
ment measure was 0.76.

Findings

The-major findings-are listed below.

a. Significant Spearman rank order correlation coefficients
we*e found between the classroom teacher's rating of
students' verbal participation and the number of questions
asked in. the enquiry session in 11 of the'12 classes.

b. In all 'treatment groups the Mean I.Q. of the participants
(students who asked at least one question. per enquiry session
or a minimum of three questions) exceeded that of non-
participants (students who asked less than three questions).
With I.Q. controlled, the mean achievement of participants
WAS higheir than that ag. non-participants but significant
differences were found only at the four higher level cate-
gories of Bloom's Taxonomy.

c. With adjustments for ability, the highest mean achievement
in both the composite and higher level categories was
attained in the group that was given the pretest and calied
the guided enquiry group or Treatment A.

d. Sex and participation were found to be dependent upon each-
Other with more boys and fewer girls participating. The
Chi SqUare test was used.

e. Participation was found to be independent of sociometric
position in the classroom but not o&academiometric position.

f. The:number, proportion and cumulative proportion of questions.
were also classified'according to the Suchmancategories.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two - 'sample test was used to test
for significant differences ip distribution along the cate-
gories. At the 95 percent level of confidence, the question
distributions were significantly different between treat-
ments'A and B and between B and C but notbetween A and C.
it was not possible to make statistical adjustments for the
differences in I.Q. since the frequency distribution' for
fluency of verbal enquiry departed greatly,from normality.
Of the questions asked by each group, Verification
questions accounted for 54 percent in treatments A and C
and 60 percent In treatment B. In terms of Implication
questions, the sub-categories of diffuse questisn& accounted
for 5.2 percent, 8.9 percent and 4.5 percent for treatments
A, B,' and C and the sub-category of directed buestions
accounted, for 19.8 percent,, 8.1 percentand 17.5 percent
for treatment A, R and C respectively. Both groups A and C
asked many more specific cause and effect questions than did
group B.
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Interpretations

From the data in the studyit appeared that student verbal partici
pation in the classroom was associated with achievement at the higher
cognitive leVels of Bloom's Taxonomy.

Guidance appeared to have little effect on achievement at the lower
levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. Guidance did appear to result in better
achievement on the higher levels and the rnmposite score.

°Participants tended more often to be boys. This may be due to

social reasons or to a less adequate content background. 6

Participants had higher I.Q.s than noToparticipants..

Sociometric choices did not appear to be based upon academic
achievement in the classroom.

e-Lq Abstractor's Notes

After reading the article the Ltractor was hard-pressed to find
a clear statement of just what effect(s) verbalizers had on the achieve-

ment of non-verbaliz9m1. in amuiring classroom. If 'the major pur-

pose of the study, ds the title of the paper and portions
of the statement of the problem by the authors, was to determine the
effects of participants on non-participants then that purpose seems

.
not to have been achieved.

A second purpose of the study was to determine some of the char -.
acteristics associated with participation. The considerable amount

of data collected on the students' characteristics such as their sex,

I.Q., ability level, sociometric and academiomstric position, 'etc,
and subsequent analysis must indeed have requiredoconsiderable effort
and time. The findings were probably thosa that many, if not most,
experienced classroom teachers would have predicted and thus the study
served the important function of providing research evidence for expec-
tations of experienced teachers (or at least the abstractor's assump-
tion about predictions of experienced teachers).

e

A third purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of
what the authors termed "guidance" on achieveMent as well as degree

and nature of participation. In the article about'half a dozen
studies are simply listed as, investigations related to the amount of
direction provided in the enquiry process. Thus one is unable to

assess from the article whether "guidance' as used by the authors was

the same as that used by the other investigators or something similar

or significantly different. Guidance ars described by the authors was

of two types: (1) in treatment A, a pretest as administered after

the film but before the enquiry session and (2) the students in treat-

ment C were asked to submit five written queStions after seeing th1\

film but before the enquiry session.

Some questions remain in the Mind of the abstractor. Since the

same rest was used as a posttest, how much of the gain in achieve-

ment was due to taking the pretest and how much due to.the participation
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in the enquiry sessions? To what exteet were the questiOns of students
in treatment A directed-to finding the answers tothe questions on the
pretest ?.

The above comments and questions refer primarily to the statement
of the problems and the Purposes of the study. A number of questions
occur regarding the procedUres used. In the article it is stated
that twelve grade VIII science, classes were randdbly'selected. What
was the size of the population from'vhich the sample was selected?

The enquiry sessions were based on three 8mm film loops in the SRA
Inquiry Development Program. What were the names of the films? What
was the nature of the pilot teat that was used to determine the suit-
ability of the films,? What are the specific objectives of the films
shown? Are the films suited primatily to develop enquiry skills as
defined by Suchman sand secondarily to develop concepts through enquiry?

In raising the questions and making the comments listed above, the
abstractor recognizes that constraints upon the authors in terms of the
length of the article may have been responsible for the absence of some
or all of the information that would have constituted a more complete
report of the study. Thus, the questions and comments should not be
misconstrued. It seems clear to the abstractor that considerable effort
was expended on the study and interesting findings have been reported.

-CA
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Riban, David M., the Ability to Infer Deficiency in Mathematics
From Performance in Physics Using Hierarchies." Journal of
Research in Science.Teachinq, Vol. 8, No. 1:67-82, August, 197
Descriptors--*Evaluation, Instruction, Mathematics, *Physic ,
*Programed Instruction, *Remedial Instruction, Secondary School
Science

Expanded Abstract and Analysts Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Robert L. Steiner, The Ohio State University.

Purpose

The purpose of the study was twofold:

lto develop and evaluate a syStem to infer deficiencies in
requisite mathematics abilities of students enrolled in high school
physics, and 2) to investigate .phe effeCt of remedial instruction in
requisite mathematics abilities on physics achievement.

Rationale

The absence of certain mathematics abilities has been shown to
adversely affect learning in science (Redfield and Atwood, 1966);
therefore, poor student achievement in physics may be based in part
on unlearned requisite mathematics abilities. Identification of
hierarchies and individual. diagnosis of requisite abilities has been
successful in experimental work; however, to be practical for common
use, some statistical diagnosia.ef absent hierarchical abilities for
normal classroom work will have to be developed. If a number of
physics probleMS are analyzed and hierarchies of mathematics abil-
ities necessary for successful completion of each problem-are prepared,
it should be possible to infer student deficiencies in'mathPmatics
abilities from individual performance patter= of correct and incor-
rect solutions to the problems.

Research Design and Procedure

An accelerated 11th grade physics class (n = 13) and a 12th grade
college preparatory physics class (n = 17) were used in the study.
Students in each class were randomly assigned either to experimental
(n = 16) or control,(n = 14) groups. Both groups received a 10 week
programmed instruction unit on light. The unit was divided into 4
sections and consisted of 267 frames, 87 of which were designated as
hierarchy frames. In the 87 hieiarchy frames, 163 requisite mathe-
matics abilities were identified'and remedial sequences were developed
for 42 of the abilities occurring most frequently. The experimental
group received remedial mathematics instruction during sections 3 and
4 of the programmed materials. The decision to remediate a student
was made on trror rates on each of the 42 mathematics abilities.
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Student achievement in physics wan measured by PSSC course toots.
Two PSSC toots had been adminiotered to the classes at appropriate
intervals prior to the start of the 10 weeko of progru-od materials'
PSSC Toots III and IV were administered after sections 2 and 4,
respectively. Alpo, critical thinking ability was measured using the
Watcon Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA). The design of the
otudy io illuotrated in the following figure.

Progrorl-ed Materials
Total Frame°

Hierarchy Frames

Pt 1
78
22

Pt 2
73

34

Pt 3 Pt 4
74 42
16 15
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Findings

Physics achievement for both groups ao measured by PSSC Teot6 III
and IV waolound to be significantly higher for the materials preopnted
using the programmed instruction format than for the prior inotrud-
tional.method. The experimental treatment (remedial mathematics:
instruction) did not produceuany significant differences in the hyoics
achievement of the experimental and control groups an measured by PSSC
Toot IV. The gain on the WGCTA wau significant.

No significant differences between the experimental and control
groups in physics achievement of PSSC Test IV were found when covari-
atea inclUding the WGCTA pretest ocoreo, PSSC Test III scores, WGCTA
gain scores and number of physico program cards completed were used.

Fifty -oiwaercent of the 82 remediations prescribed during the
otudy were judged an misdiagnosed; therefore an ex post facto exami-'
nation of the diagnosis procedure was undertaken. Performance pat-
terns repreoented below were deVeloped for each student on each of 52
mathematics abilities identified for part 1 and 2 of the materials.
A plus was recorded in each of
the quadrants where the par- Part 1 Part 2
ticular performance indicated
was exhibited at least once. Correct
All sixteen of the possible
arrangements of + and - were Incorrect
exhibited in the 1456 indi-
vidual patterns (28 students x 52 mathematics abilities). The 16
possible patterns were classified in the following manner:

1) no change (2 patterns) consistently correct or incorrect
responses on parts 1 an 2.

2) inconsistent with valid measure (4 patterns) incorrectly
responding on part 2 after correct responses on part 1.
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3) consistent with valid measure, incidental learning (2
patterns) responding correctly'on part 2 after incorrect
responses on part 1.

4) no,data (8 patterns) no clear information on student per-
formance trends.

Using all student patterns, the observed frequency of + and -
for each quadrant was. calculated and the probability of each of the

16 patterns calculated. A chi-square test of predicted and observed
numbers was made for each of the 4 categories of performance patterns.
The test was significant at p <.001, indicating that the patterns were
not simply a collection of random data. Next, 28 of the 52 mathe-
matics abilities were removed from consideration because of unequal
or lithited distribution in parts 1 and 2. Performance patterns for

the rPmaining abilities were calculated and a ch square test of pre-

dicted and observed numbers was made. The resul was again-signifi-
cant, indicating that the performance patterns* ould be used to

measure deficiencies in mathematics abilities. The performance pattern
method was improved even more when only 11 mathematics abilities with
maximum independence were used. Had performance pattern0 been used
for making remediation decisions, instead of error rates as used in
the study, incorrect remediations would have been reduced from 56 to

35 percent.

Interpretations

Failure of the experiment to improVe physics achievement by remed-
iation in mathematics abilities may have been related to an ineffective
system of diagnosing the need for remediation. Perhaps diagnosis based

on a tally system and performance patterns would have yielded different

results.

Two performance patterns of consistent measure but indicative of

incidental learning were much higher than anticipated and incidental
learning was four times as important a source-of mathematics remedi-
ation as the procedure undertaken in the study. If incidental learning

is common in physics. instruction it might indicate that specific mathe-
matics deficiencies are not a serious problem. Alternatively the

physics programmed materials may have helped students learn remedial
mathematics and this id'why all groups did well.

Abstractor's Notes

tack of mathematical abilities is cited as a hinderance to success

in physics by both students and teachers. This study addressed itself

to this problem.

Although the stated purpose was twofold, the'experimental portion
was limited by the ineffective diagnostic system for identification of

those in need of remediation. One is left with the impression that

the results of remediation of requisite mathematics abilities on physics

achievement were insignificant and as a result, rather than concluding
that the treatment was ineffective, an alternative explanation was
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offered. It was suggested that the method of diagnosis or need for
remediation may not have been effective and that a more careful analy-
sis a the method of identification was in order. Since the diagnosis
for remediation was of major importance to the study, it would seem
that this should have been done and evaluated before the study was

...begun, not ex post facto.

The title of the study and the early discussion of hierarchies
implies a.greater dependence on Gagn6 type hierarchical structure
than is.warranted. The author was unable to develop agreeded upon
-hierarchies of requisite abilities. Instead,a number of mathematical
abilities, which may or may not have been dependent on each other,
were identified for e h frame. Albeit the author did aCknowledge
thio.problem, indicat g "... each 'hierarchy' was judged as an
unordered set of, requ ite abilities for the problem in question."
The inclusion of hierar hical structure could have been omitted and,
instead, the problem approached in terms of as number of separate
mathematical abilities. . '

It was concluded that the programmed instructional format was
more effective than the prior instructional format because of signifi-
cantly higher scores on the PSSC Tests III and IV. Both the experi-
mental and control groups used this mode, hence there was no control.,
Alternate hypotheses could be offered for the significantly higher
scores on PSSC Tests III and IV.

Although significance tests were made between the experimental
and control groups, most of the data was presented in terms of either
the initial classed or the four subgroups. It, would have been helpful
and perhaps more meaningful to have the datp also presented in terms
of experimental and control groups. Id addition, initial differences
were indicated between the accelerated and college preparatory classes,
but the article does not indicate if there were any initial differ-
ences between the experimental and control groups. Even though random
assignment of the students in/both classes to experimental and control
groups was made, significant" differences between the two groups could
have existed and should have been tested or reported if a comparison

.

was made.

The raw scores on the PSSC tests of the two classes and also for
the regional student data used for the standardization of the scores
would have been helpful. It is somewhat surprising that the accel-
erated and college preparatory classes both scored below the regional
norms. The article does not give any means to verify the results pre-
sented.

t)

PSSC Test IV used to measure physics achievement may not have been
a valid measure of the effect of remedial mathematics instruction. No
analysis was made or indicated to determine if the mathematical abil-
ities remediated were necessary for successful completion of the
questions on the test. Perhaps all abilities remediated were not needed
in the PSSC Test IV and hence would not affect physics achievement.

The remediatidn sequence included an entry problem requiring the 4-

mathematical ability in question. If the student could do the entry .

problem he was directed to an exit probleta also requiring the ability.
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If he could correctly work the exit problem he did not work through

the sequence. The study indicated that 56 percent or 46 of the 82

remediations were judged as misdiagnosed. This suggests that only

36 remediation sequences were done fox parts 3 and 4.- ThiS is only

a little more than 5 percent of the possible 672 remediafions (42

mathematical abilities x 16 students in the experimental group) for

parts,1 and 4. It could be that all 42 mathematics abilities were
not found in parts 3 and 4; therefore the total number of possible

remediatiOns would be smaller. In,any case it seems as though so

fewiitudents were'initially lacking the mathematics abilities that

the effect of remedial instruction had little potential to.have an

effect. .

Some results presented in the study do-not seem possible from

th& data. In the "Results" section (pages 71-72) two of the mean

differences given do not agree with the standardized data given In

Table II. The average gain between PSSC pfeteats and PSSC Test III

is given as 6.61 points with a gain of 4.00 point6 for the accelerated

class and 8:65 points for the college preparatory class,' but the data

in Table II indicate an overall mean gain of 4:87 points with the

accelerated class gaining 1.81 points and the college preparatory
classAaining 7.21 points. Also in the "Results" section, the dish

eussion indicates 1201 hierarchy frames contributed data, but Table.I

indicates that the total number of hierarchy frames for both groups

totals only 1021. The cards per individual for the accelerated. class

reported in Table I also seeroin error. It appears that the author

'divided the number of remediation cards by all the students in the

accelerated class, whereas only 7 of the 13 students were in the .

experimeptal group and hence participated in the remedial frames.

.SeveU of the nine (no data) performance patterns presented on

page 74 are theoretically possible, but, if they occurred with any

great,frequency,.it would suggest thit,the mathematics were not very

evenly distributed ihrolghout'the program and the mathemattcs_abil-

ities necessary for part 1 were not /necessary for part 2 and Aiice,

versa. If this were true throughout the four units, it would not be

surprising that remediation based on one unit would not be of help

for the next.

On page 75 the number of students used for c lation switches

from 30 to 28 for no apparent reason and without Anation.

Calculations based on data in Table IV (page 78) give chi-square

contributions off, 37 and 86 respectiveIy for the "No Change" and

"Inconsistent" categdries and not 45.1 And 82.9 as reported. Sim-

ilarly in Table VI calculations based on the data give a chi-square

contribution of 323.7 for the "Consistent" category rather than the

347 indicated'in the table.

The'discussion on page 76 considered an examination of the more

evenly distributed mathematics abilities over parts 1 and 2. Twenty-

eight of the original 52 abilities were removed from analysis, leaving

24 - not 26 - as indicated in the discussion and in Tables V and VII.

The use of 26 instead of 24 also causes an error in the number of

performance patterns which should be 673 and not '726 as reported.
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The use of 728 probably produces errors in the frequency presented
in Table V (page 76).

In addit n to errors, there were several confusing points in the
article. Samss he results are not clear from the data and dis-
cussion presented, all of which contribute to the .difficulty in read-
ing and interpreting the article. Perhaps additional discussion
would have clarified some of the confusing points and apparenterrors
in the.article.
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Riechard, Donald E., "Life-Science Concept Development Among Beginning
Kindergarten Children From Three Different Community Settings."
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, Vol. 10, No. 1:39-50,
1973

1

Dpscriptors--Cultural Factors, *Earl Childhood Education,
*Educational Research, *Kindergarten Children, Performance
Factors, *Science Education, Social actors, *Socioeconomid
Background

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S;E. by
David H. Ost, California State College.

Purpose

The basic question investigated in this study was: Do children
from three,different community settings (inner-urban, outer-urban,
and rural farm) vary significantly in the ability to conceptualize
selected aspects of life science at the time they begin kindergarten?
The study also addressed the parallel problem of identifying those
factors which are useful predictors of sc concept development
among beginning kindergarten children.

Rationale

A major premise of the study was that "concepts" are the basis
or structure for problem solving and other higher order thinking pro- ,
cesses. If this is true then the assessment of,the ability of children
to conceptualize science or the concepts with which children enter
kindergarten is important to science curricula and instruction. (It

is not entirely clear which ofythese is really being investigated.)
. References are made to the increased attention being paid to early

childhood education and the resulting associated research. This

information is used to amplify the importance of knowing the relation-
ship of a child's backgrdund to his/her conceptualizing ability. It

is pointed out that little research has been done in this area par-
ticularly as related to science education.

Research Design and Procedure

The investigation was of a descriptive nature; as such, no cause
. and effect relationships can be clearly defined. Six phases of the
Andy are reported.

The first phase consisted of the development and pilot testing
of the concept assessment instrument, Life-Science Concept Acquisition
Test (L -SCAT) for children ages 4-6. The L-SCAT consists of 21 sets
of colored pictures and an accompanying interview schedule. The

pictures represent 35 concept items representing the seven BSCS con-
tent themes. A panel of judges critiqued the L-SCAT.
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The instrument is an individually administered, picture-stimulus
structured interview. The subject responds nonverbally and verbally
about the pictures. Questions by the interviewer are based upon sub-
ject responses. Scores are attained for the nonverbal portion, the
verbal portion (the tape record is scored in accordance with a criterion
scale), and on each conceptual scheme. The instrument is not publishe&
in the report.

The pilot test was made with two populations: kindergarteners
of Caucasian blue collar workers (n = 18) and pre-kindergarten children
enrolled in a Head Start program (n = 13). No discussion is provided
as to why these populations were selected. Item analysis, teacher
ratings of children, as well as test-retest procedures were utilized
to determine the validity and reliability of the instrument. No
reliability coefficient was given.

The second phase of the reported investigation was the selection
of the population. The three_ community settings were defined on the
basisof: geography; percent of families receiving Aid to Families of
Dependent Children; occupation of residents; and istribution of
inhabitants. Additional socio-cultural data conce ing the child's
background and experience were taken from a Kinder rten Enrollment
Information Form.

. n

Phase three was an attempt by the investigator tolbuild a rapport
with the subjects before collecting data from the subjects through the
administration of Nariolis instruments. The administration of L-SCAT
to 17 children from each community setting occurred in phase four.
The subjects were selected at random by means of a table of random
numbers. Phase five of the study was the administrating of the Cali-
fornia Short -Form Test of Mental Maturity, Level 0, 1963 Revision.
Phase six was the analysis of data. One way analysis of variance was
employed to examine differences-among scores made on the L-SCAT by
subjects from the three community settings. This Was followed by the
use of Tukey (a) procedure as a means of determining the source of
significance. Step-wise multiple regression analysis provided infor-
mation concerning the value of predictors of performance on the L-SCAT.

Findings

Beginning kindergarten children from the three community settings
differed significantly in performance on all the 1,-SCAT measures (non-
verbal, verbal and total). The order from highest to lowest being
"outer-urban," "rural-farm," and "inner-urban." Analysis of the audio-
tapes suggested that much of ehe variance may have been in fact due to
differences in concepts and concept formation unrelated to science.
The investigator listed examples of such concepts as "1nder," "befOre,"
"different," etc.

The step-Ase regression analyses indicate that I.Q. scores were
the most useful predictor of L-SCAT performance. Chronological age
was the second variable entered into the equation. When only socio-
cultural variables. were used in the regression analyses for total score
on the L-SCAT, the subject's mothers education was the first variable
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entered (most useful predictor). Younger siblings, "extended family"
and zoo visits were entered respectively with increased power of pre-

diction. The 'Ionly child" out-performed the child with siblings. The

"extended family child" did not perform as well as 611e child who did

not live in an extended family environment. .

Interpretations

The investigator points to the ability of children to deal with
the abstract concepts of time, change and relationships as*important
attributes. related to some science concepts such as evolution. This

interpretation is bZded, in part, on the results of subject's per
formance on the evolution theme (which is apparently one, of the BSCS'
themes included in the L- SCAT). This supports the premile that science
education fOr young children should not be drawn strictly from the
domain of science; physical, mental and sociocultural factors must be
given more than superficial consideration when 'designing science educa-

tion programs.

Chronological age is cited as being a factor to which more atten-

tion needs to be paid. The range of -7.8,months in the chronological

age of the subject represents percent.of the total time an.average

kindergarten child has lived. This .fact is particularly relevant,
according to the investigator, in. that it iacited that 50percent
of the "intelligence" an individual has at age 17 is supposedly
developed by the time the individual enters school,

Attention is drawn in the report of the study to variations in
L-SCAT performances of children as a funciian'of "birth-order rank"
and other.relred factors. The investigator raises the possibility
of aiming early childhood science education at the motheradf young

children. This notion is amplified further by the suggestion that
since children already vary significantly in development prior to
formal school it may be appropriate to affect "other people",in the
child's environment who would be able to influende the development of

science and other concepts.

) Abstractor's Notes

More questions are raised as a result of this study than are
answered; that seems to be the nature of a descriptive investigation.*
Descriptive investigations may have greater latitude in the design,
greater leeway inthe foci of study and produce results which are
less elucidatory. However, the investigator has other constraints
and responsibilities which'are not generally associated with

* A descriptive investigation, as considered by this abstractor, is

one which is more decision-oriented than conclusion-oriented; describes

rather than explains; suggests the existence of relationships rather

than demonstrating cause-effect; or, it may contribute to the solution
of a specific or practical problem rather than explain the basis of
the probleth.
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traditionally designed experimental investigations. To have its
greatest use, a descriptive study must provide as much detail as
feasible. In this study the investigator neglected to provide data
concerning the reliability of the instrument; an instrument upon which
the entire investigation w s built. No rationale is provided for the
populations utilized in the ilot testing of the L-SCAT. Why was the
instrument not field-tested t population Tich subsequently
scored the highest? i

The investigator provides no rationale for the use of the F-test
with a relatively small population. It appears that the choice was
based on the power of the test. In a similar manner, the establish-
ment'of the et,iptia level (.05) appears to have been made to increase
the power of the test. For what reason? If calculated ratios are
being utilized as descriptors, then the level of significance or the
power of the test is not all that important (except for the reviewers
of articles submitted for publication). The,importance of signifi-
cant differences in descriptive studies of the type reported here is
of questionable value. It would have perhaps been more prudent and
proper to discuss at greater length the Type 1 and Type 2 errors
associated with the study. The use of the F-ratio in conjunction
with such discussions is of greater meaning in descriptive analysis
than simply knowing whether "it is statistically significant At the
.05 level.".

Similarly, it would seem that a discussion of the rationale behind
the choice of ttie Tukey (a) procedure over the Scheffe method would be
of value. The latter is considerably more conservative with respect
to Type 1 errors than is the Tukey (a) method. Such information is
important if the investigator elects to report his/her investigation

o insa descriptive fashion, let alone design it as such.

Step-wise regression analysis is a very useful tool in descrktive
studies. Again, the value of such a statistical tool may not lie as
much in the statistical significance of entered variables as in the
order of entry. The list of independent variables compiled 4. the
study is lacking. Hence, much descriptive information is.lost. It
would be of value to know which factors were found to be of little or
no use in predicting L-SCAT scores. It would also be helpful to know
how t;t_independent variables were selected. (Given a list of 50
random variables, chances are that several will be "statistically
significant" at the .05 level.) Of course, those researchers inter-
ested only in significant differences using different statistical tests
are not impressed with such information.

by
Althoughthe investigator indicates, that the subject receives a

score on each conceptual scheme found in the L -SCATr nowhere in the
report is there a discussion of this item. (No significant differ-
ences?) To the researcher in science education these data would seem
to be as useful as, if not more important than, the verbal and non-
verbal scores.

A comment in passing has to do with the significant figures used
in this study and the majority of educational research. It is difficult
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to ascertain the reason behind'Calculating a mean score (with an n

= 17) to four decimal places. The science concept of significant
figures seems to be undeveloped among education researchers.

In summary, the study may be timely although the report is
deficient in some aspects. With the increase in attention being paid 7

to research in early childhood education the results of studies such
as these may pay large-dividends. Multiple discipline studies may
provide much greatqr insight into the areas of early childhood science
education. It is hoped that investigators who design studies which
are intended to be4evaluatory or descriptive report their results in
a manner congruent with that philosophy.- No doubt a full report of
the investigator would answer many of what some would consider mechan-
ical or diminutive questions raised in this abstract. Unfortunately

the reader has nothing but that article from the Journal of Research
in Science Teaching which provides: less than adequate information
about the sociocultural, physical, and mental variables used in -the
study; questionable background and generkl information concerning the
major instrument in the study (L-SCAT); little or no information
specific to science education or instruction; and,, little rationale'
for much of the design of the investigation.

9.
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Siegel, Betsy Davidson and Ronald Raven, "The Effects of ManipulatiOn,
on .the Acquisition of the Compensatory Concepts of Speed, Force,
and Work." Journal of Research in Science Teaching, Vol. 8, No.
4:373-378, 1971.

Descriptors--*Cognitive Development, Concept Formation, *Ele-
mentary School Students, Force, *Instruction, *Learning Theories,
Psychology,

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepated tEspedially for I.S.E. by
Mary Budd Rowe, University of Florida.

Purpose

Do 'students who actually manipulate materials (variables) learn
concepts:of speed, force and work as well or better than do those
who see the.concepts demonstrated?

Rationale a

Most model-4 science programs stress the value to the student of
actually performing activities and conducting investigations of
various magnitudes. This activity-based approach to science instruc-
tion is meant to help students acquire concepts, learn to control and
manipulate variables, and to develop some sense of the tentative
nature of knowledge

Huttenlocher (1), however, showed that students who watched the
experimenter do the manipulations rather than performing manipula-
tions themselves, performed better on problem solving tasks than did
the students who actually worked with the materials. She suggested
that manipulation by the students 'may have interfered with the proc-
esses of remembering and interpreting information.

Siegel and.Raven challemed'Huttenlocher's findings which were
at the time already nine years old. They argued that research by
Inhelder and Piageeshowed that children'in the middle stage of con-
crete operations can solve problems which involve compensating vari-
ables by manipulating one variable at a time and comparing differences
in the Other variable. Nine to ten year olds must be presented, they
reasoned, with concrete objects. If only verbal data or viewing in a
demonstration is al wed, children cannot set up the probleM in such
a way as to make wh t happens meaningful.

Research Design and Procedure

To find out under what conditions fourth graders were more likely'
to be able to coordinate two'ermore variables that reciprocally oppose
each other, Siegel and Raven assigned each of 120 fourth graders to
one of three treatment groups. The manipulation and demonstration
gro ps received nine hours each of instruction. Each child in these
tw categories received a workbook. prepared by the investigators.
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This workbook contained schematics for each experiment and questions
to be answered. Each child,in the manipulation condition had his own'
set of equipment. Children in the demonstration group watched experi-
ments being done. At the conclusion of instruction each child was
tested individually. Apparently there was no placeba for the control
group.

Three contrasts were made. First, 20 students were selected at
random from each group to determine whether the three groups were in
fact equivalent on the outcome measure (Kruskal- Wallis test). They

found that at least one linear contrast was different from zero so
the next problem vas to find out where- the difference was. A pro-
cedure described by Marascuillo and McSweeney showed that the signifi-
cant difference was between the control group and the treatment groups.
But, in the third step, the linear contrast between the treatment group
means was not significant, i.e., the demonstration and experiment
treatments were equally effective.

The possibility still had to be considered
the concepts, speed, torce, or work wls bette
treatment condition than another. The Friedman
variance performed on the remaining 20 students
no differences among the task categories.

Findings

at one or more of
uired under one
o-way analysis of

in each group yielded

There is no difference between the manipulation and demonstration
treatment conditions on the outcome measure. Students learn equally °

well concepts of speed, force, and work under either training condition.
The trained students do better than the untrained students.

Interpretations

Siegel and Raven maintain that their work shows that training can
stabilize a compensation scheme in fourth grade children.

Abstractor's. Notes

The financial implications of this study are enormous. The

investigators show that training by demonstration is as. effective as
training by active Ilaboratory invblvement, at least, so far as acquisi-

tion of compensation schemes goes. It would seem that Huttenlocher's
forecast had merit -- although oddly enough -- Siegel and Raven never
return to a discussion of their findings in the context of Mitten-
l9pher' work which provided the impetus for the study. Does manipu-

lation interfere with the tasks of remembering ana interpreting, as
Huttenlocher suggested, or are the opportunities for rehearsal of
ideas less.. likely to accompany a laboratory activity? Dewey often
commented that activity without reflection is a waste of time.

It may be that a more refined question needs to be asIced before
westop buying equipment in class lots and begin returning to a
demonstration mode. Perhaps some students do well under one kind of
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instruction, e.g., manipulation and/athers do well under another, e.g.,
demonstration. A post hoc analyst would quickly show whether such
were the case. In short there co d be an aptitude-treatment inter-
_action. We might surmise, for ample, that the higher ability segment
would do better under the demo tration condition while the lower
ability segment would thrive under the manipulation condition. This
kind of result would fall in/line with recent studies in elementary
science which show that low SES groups appear to benefit from labora-
tory type programs in the primary grades while middle and upper SES
groups do not (2).

The control group received nothing but the outcome test, not even
training in the vocabulary which was central to the outcome measure.
Thus, on the one /- d, the finding that the instructed groups do better
is in one respec trivial. On the other hand, the fact that students
can learn a co ensatory scheme through spe9ific instruction is not
trivial. In o far as an evaluation of the'Huttenlocher proposition
goes we hay in this study neither infirming nor confirming data since
the two tr atment groups do not differ significantly. However, the
mean score for the demonstration group, while not significant, is
higher on each of the three concepts, and one wonders what pattern
would emerge with a larger sample. If Siegel and Raven still have
their'original data, it would be nice to get some preliminary idea as
to how tenable the aptitude-treatment interaction hypotheses is.
Macbeth, for example, showed that kindergarten children who manipulate
science materials attain science process skills better than those who
do not have this opportunity. .At the third grade, however, the manipu-
lation group did no.better than the non-manipulation group (3).

The outcome measure appears to be closely related to the training
content. So we do not know whether a generalized compensatory scheme
was learned or whether compensation of three variables, once acquired,
facilitates acquisition in another context. Neither do we know whether
retention for the two experimental conditions is equally good. It was
not necessarily the job of the investigators to answer these questions
--but someone should, sometime.
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Summerlin, Lee and Marjorie Gardner, "A Study of Tutorial-Typo Computer
Assisted Instruction in High School Chemistry." Journal of
Research in Science Teaching, Vol. 10, No. 1:75-82, 1973.
Descriptors--*Chemistry, *College Science, *Computer Assisted
Instruction, Educational Research, *Instruction, Instructional
Media, *Science Education, Secondary School Science, Teaching
Procedures .

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
J. Dudley Herron, Purdue University.

Purpose

This research compares the effectivenelkf a tutorial (ea con-
trasted with drill-and-practice) CAI program in high school chemistry
with, conventional instruction.

'Rationale

Although a number of CAI programs have been developed to provide
drill or practice over materials taught in other ways, there are few
programs for chemistry at the high school level that present new con-
cepts via CAI. This research was an attempt to develop and test such
materials.

Research Design and Procedure

A group of 110 students enrolled in chemistry at the University
School at Florida State University were randomly assigned to treatment
and control groups. The treatment group (N ... 58) was given instruction
on (1) structure of the atom (quantum mechanical model), and (2) chemi"
cal bonding (ionic, covalent, van der Walls, hydrogen) and molecular
architecture via CAI at the CAI Center at Florida State University.
The control group 04 = 52) received instruction over the same topics
in their-regular chemistry class. During the time of the experiment,
studats in the treatment group reported to the CAI Center during
their regularly scheduled chemistry class and had no contact with their
chemistry instructor. Students in the treatment group were allowed to
proceed at their own pace and had access to the CAI terminals after
school hours and during study periods as well as during their regular
class. necords were kept on the student responses entered, latency
(time required by the student to respond to the computer), total number
of correct answers, total time spent at the terminal,and any other
response the student tylml into thetorminal after he was signed on.
There were no absencee'in the CAI group during the study. All CAI

students completed the entire program.

Students in the control group were taught the same' material
covered in the CAI program. This material covered four chapters in
the student's text (Chemistry by Choppin and Jaffe). The control group
spent 15 class periods covering the material included in the experiment.
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(Reviewer's Note: There is some ambiguity in the author's report of
the time involved in tho experiment. At the bottom of p. 78 refer-
ence is made to "the two week period of the study" but on p. 79 it is
stated that "all control group students spent three weeks covering the
same material included in the CAI program." This difference may
simply reflect the difference in time required by the two groupo to
complete the material as indicated below.)

Each student in the treatment group took a 60-item, multiple-
choice test immediately upon completion of the experimental material.
Students in the control group took the same test as a group in the two
days following'the completion of the instructional material. A 35-
item test wan administered to both treatment and control groups 60
days after completion of the experiNnt. Both teats were constructed
by the author by selecting test items from the ACS-NST Cooperative
Examination in High School Chemistry (1952, 1963, 1965, 1967, 1969),
the Anderson-Fisk Chemistry Test (1966), and the CHEM Study Achieve-
ment Test (1963-64, 1964-65). The Kuder-Richardson 20 reliability
estimates for the 60-item test were .87 and .85 for the treatment and
control groups respectively. The corresponding Kuder-Richards8er.20
estinItes for the 35-item teat wert'.69 and .67.

Tests of the hypotheses, of no differences in mean score on the
above tests were made by the t-test.

Findings

The difference in mean for the treatment group (X 20.66; SS D.

6.49) and the control group (X c 24.19; S.D. m 9.36) on the 60- item
test administered at the close of the experiment was found to sig-
nificant'at the 0.5 level. The:35-item delayed posttest showed
differences in the same_direction and were significant at the same
level of confidence. (X Treatment Group m 10.66; S.D. m 4.64; X
Control Group m 12.62; S.D. m 4.64) However, the CAI students com-
pleted the instructional material in an average' time of 275 minutes
'compared to 750 minutes spent in regular class instruction. It was
also found that students in the CAI group had a favorable attitude
toward their work. (This result was previously reported and is only
mentioned in this article.)

Interpretations

"The data collected in this study indicate that students learn
more, as measured by posttests, with typical classroom instruction
in chemistry than they do with tutorial-type computer assisted
instruction." ..."Data collected in this study indicate that students
can complete the same amount of material via CAI in less than one-
half the time required by'lstudents in the typical classroom." ...
"Strbng student interest and favorable attitude toward CAI imply that
this mode of instruction can be used effectively. Further, it is
suggested that the difference between the mean scores on the post-
tests of the two groups in this study...is small. When this is
compared with the positive student interest, attitude, and
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time-economy, the pooiti.aspecto of CAI outweigh the negative aspects."
(p. 81 of article under review.)

Abstractor's Notes

This otudy of CAI in chomistry instruction constitutes a worth-
while addition to our understanding of CAI. It would appear that the
otudy was carefully conducted and this reviewer sees no reason to
question the internal validity of the otudy. ,The reviewer also agrees
with the aUthor that the differences in mean achievement by the treat-
rant and control groups, though statistically significant, are small
enough that one ohould not argue strongly for one mode of instruction
in preference to another. As indicated by the standard deviations in
the scores, variance within groups was considerably more than the
variance between groups. Factors such as cost (not mentioned in the
study), time (bRth developmental and instructional), and attitude
(both long range and short range) must be considered along with the
data on mean achievement in deciding for or against tutorial-type
computer assisted instruction in chemistry.

Considerable care met be exercised in generalizing the results
of this otudy to other instructional situations. No description of
the students involved in the study is given. If the majority of the
students involved in the study are bright, highly motivated students
(or dull, poorly notivated students), the results may differ con-
siderably from thqpe that would be obtained with a different student
population. It should also be noted that the study compares the
effectiveness of a particular CAI program with the effectiveness of
classroom instruction of a particular teacher. The lower.achtevement
by the CAI group might be improved byan improved CAI program. The
longer time required by the control group might be shortened through
more effective classroom instruction. The study provides little
information on the multitude of variables inherent in each instruc-
tional mode which interact to affect both achievement and instructional
time. Readers who are seriously interested in CAI will certainly want
to communicate with the author to obtain a copy of the CAI material

° for careful examination.

Perhaps the
a
most serious question to be asked by the reader is,

"How do I use the results.ofthis research?"

Can the reader say, "Achievement will be greater under regular
classroom instruction. Therefore, I should forget about CAI?"
Hardly. Although this may be true, modifications in the CAI program
might make it more effective or modifications (such as changing the
teacher) in the.classroam instruction might make it less effective,
thus reversing the results found in this study. Repetition of the
result found in this study with a different CAI program, a.different
classroom teacher, and a different group of students is problematic.

Can the reader say, "CAI instruction can be expected to take
less instructional time than regular classroom instruction?" Not

really. It is likely that the CAI instruction took less time because
it was self-paced and the program was written rather efficiently.
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But it is possible to make regular classroom instruction self-paced
as well and it is possible to write CAI prog ems so inefficient that
it takes a very long time for students to comp _re hem. Once again,
it is the unknown particulars of each mode of instruction which governs
the time required for completion of the inqtruction.

7-

Invthe view ofthis reviewer, comparative research .of this kind
is of;;Most value to the community of,science educators when it is
able to tell us why the observed differences in performance and time
were.found,,rather than that they exist. For example, based on the
reviewer's own work, it 16 often found that differences in means
such as those found in this study can be attributed to higher per-
forMance of one group on a very few items in the criterion test. (That

is, item analysis-of .the teat results often shows that the proportion
of students answering each item correctly will be approximately the
same for a majority of the items but may differ substantially for
three or four of the test itemg.),. It is often possible to trace this
difference in performance to unintentional gaps in one or the other
instructional strategy. Subsequent revision of instruction may then
result in elimination of the observed differences, It is the identi-
fication of such weaknesaesiin instruction that will have the greatest
impact on the improvemgfit of ,instruction.

In similar fashion, we need to know why students were able to
complete the CAI materials in less than half the time required in
normal class instruction. Knowing this, it might be possible to
effect the same economies using strategies that can be applied in more
conventional classroom settings. If this i4 possible, the potential
for instructional improvement is greatly enhanced.

These comments are in no way intended to demean the work reviewed
here; rather, they are simply intende0-16-suggest the kind of infor-
mation that is needed in order to make evaluative studies most useful
to the science education community.

'\
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Tamir, P. and F. Glassman, "A Practical Examination for BSCS Students:

A Progress Report."- Journal of Research in Science Teaching,

Vol. 8, No. 4:307-315, 1971.
Descriptors--*Achievement, Biology, *Laboratory Procedures,
*Problem Solving, Research Design, Secondary School Science,

*Skills, *Tests

EXpanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by

'Thomas P. Evans, Oregon State University.

Purpose

The purpose of this investigation was fourfold inoqatUre. It

included the following problem areas:

a. a comparison of results obtained by administering a
practical examination in 1969 and 1970 to Israeli
twelfth grade BSCS biology students; .

b. the development and use of a scoring grid to measure
specific skills regardless offthe fact that different
problems were being administered to different students;

c. an investigation of the possible relationships that

might exist among the identified skills; and
d. a determination of the practical examination's effective-

ness in discriminating between BSCS and non-BSCS
biology,students.

St

Rationale

The investigation was a follow-up and extension of a previous

report'by the same investigators (1). It centered around the notion

that pencil and-paper evaluations do not measure some important
student objectives that should be an integral part of a BSCS laBora-

tory-centered approach to the teaching of biology. A further con-

sideration was 'the fact that although practical examinations, lave
been frequently stated as being a desirable component of an evalua-

tion program for laboratory activities, they have seldom been used

as evaluation tools by researchers in science education.

Research Design and Procedure

Two practical laboratory examinations for use with secondary
school biology students were developed by the researchers. Each

examination consisted of 15 percent plant identification with a key,
35 percent oral examination on plants and animals, and 50 percent
problem solving. through experimentation. One examination was admin-

istered in 1969 to 99 Israeli twelfth grade BSCS biology students'as

a part of their biology matriculation examination. The second exami-
nation was administered in 1970 to a similar group of 147 BSCS students.

All students had received an average 'of four periods of biology
instruction per week over a period of four years in grades nine, ten,
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eleven, and twelve. The data from the examinations were analyzed
through the use of correlation and a comparison of mean scores.

Since the problems comprising the examinations were not identical
ag0 different students were assigned different probleMs, a scoring
grid was devised to improve the assessment of specific student skills.
Two of the skills, manipulation and self-reliance, were assessed
through observation during the examination period. The remaining
skills (observation, investigation, communication, and reasoning)
were assessed from students' written answers. Analyses were made of
intercorrelations of mean scores in the various skills.

Sixty Israeli twelfth grade biology students who had studied
conventional biology for four years and who closely matched their
BSCS counterparts were selected as a comparison group. The mean
school grades in biology from the BSCS and non-BSCS students were
75.41 and 75.00, respectively. Two of the three teachers wAlliaught
conventional biology had received BSCS training and were teaching
BSCS biology to other students. The third biology teacher'had not
received BSCS training but had engaged in research at the university

'level. Three problems from the 1969 examination and three problems
from the 1970 examination were administered to the comparison group
during their matriculation examination. An analysis of covariance,
correlation and mean differences in performance were used to compare
the scores of the 60 conventional biology students with the scores
of their 142 BSCS counterparts.

Findings

The findings reported by the investigators were as follows:

a. the mean scores of the BSCS students on the 1969 and
1970 examinations were 71.76 and 73.90,, respectively;

b. intercorrelations between the mean scores among the
components of the practical examination revealed that
plant identification with a key correlated 0.19 in 1969
and 0.17 in 1970 with problem solving through experi-
mentation; performance in oral examination on plants
and animals correlated 0.26 in 1969 and 0.35 in 1970
with plant identification with a key; performance in
oral examination on plants and animals also correlated
0.44 in 1969 and 0.37 in 1970 with problem solving
through experimentation; all these correlations were
significant at the 0.05 level;

c. achievement on the practical examination showed a
correlation coefficient of 0.23 in 1969 and 0.39 in
1970 with student scores on a pencil and paper achieve-
ment test in biology and a correlation coefficient of
0.25 in 1969 and 0.33 in 1970 with student grades in
biology; these correlations were significant at the
0.01 level;

d. a scoring key was developed having manipulation (10),
self-reliance (10), observation (15), investigation (20),
communication (15), and reasoning (30), as the identified
skills; the numbers in the parentheses represented the
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weighted values Of each skill in percent of the total

score;
e. intercorrelations of mean scores among the various skills

showed investigation correlated 0.01 with manipulation
and 0.18 with self-reliance; investigation showed a
significant correlation coefficient at the 0.01 level of
0.33 with observation, 0.41 with communication, and 0.56
with reasoning; reasoning also correlated significantly
at the 0.01 level with manipulation (0.40), self-reliance
(0.37)., observation (0.45), and total examination score

(0.79); and
f the BSCS students scored significantly higher at the 0.01

and/or 0.05 levels than the conventional biology Students
in self-reliance, reasoning, and total examination score.

Interpretations

The following statements summarize the conclusions reported by

the researchers:

a. practical examinations measure some aspects of achieve-
ment that are not measured by teacher grades or pencil
and paper tests;

)3. students with poor or law manipulative skills are not
necessarily low in their investigative skills;

c. a practical'examination has considerable impact on

-
instruction and may.be used as an agent for instructional

changes in a predetermined direction;
d. BSCS biology students have an advantage over non -BSCS

biology students in solving problems through the use of

experiment& in the laboratory; and

e. the BSCS bic,logy course has a higher quality of concept
learning associated with it than does the conventional

biology course.

Abstractor's Notes

Science educators have often stated the desirability of in-

cluding practical examinations into comprehensive programs of evalu-
ation, but the statement is seldom put into practice in the science

classroom. This research represents an exception. It provides an

example of the development and implementation of a practical exami-

nation in biology at the secondary school level. The research further

illustrates that the practical examination measured certain aspects
of student achievement in biology that were not measured by pencil

and paper tests or by teacher grades.

The research report is useful, but it would have been more use-

ful to other persons wishing to develop and implement their own

practical examinations if it had included a discussion of the ration-

ale and methods used in developing the scoring grid an4 the procedures,

used in achieving interrater reliability.. HoW\were the skills selected?

Why did some of the skills receive higher weighed values than others?

How were the skills defined? Was it difficult to discriminate among
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the skills? How many practice sessions were necessary before a high
interrater reliability was achieved? After a period of training
could independent raters obtain a relatively high interrater relia-
bility? A consideration of questions such as these would have been
useful because the,answers are crucial for determining the objec-
tivity of any.praciical examination.

The researchers came to the conclusion that the practical exami-
nations they developed had an impact on BSCS biology instruction
from one year to the next. Similar conclusions have been reached
br other researchers. However, the conclusion raises some interest-
ing areas in need of further research. To what extent can science
instrUction be altered through the use of practical examinations?
Can the instruction be changed in' predetermined directions? Are the
changes more olp less permanent until an examination stressing new
student skills is'introduced? Did the instruction in fact change,
orodid the students look at last year's examination and modify their
own behavior independently of the instruction they received in class?
Remember the examination was given as part of the matriculation ex-
amination in biology. Students are generally very sensitive to the
types of questions asked on previous matriculation examinations.
Systematic observation of classroom behavior might provide some evi-
dence regarding changes in instruction: It tight also be interest-
ing to administer a similarexamination the following year to non-
BSCS students who had been taught by teachers who had not partici-
pated in the research nor had given the practical examination the year
before as part of the matriculation examination. These questions
are not to say that classroom instruction was or was not changed.
They are suggesting the need for further evidence before the conclu-
sion can be fully substantiated.

A shift in the correlation coefficients that were reported
between students' total examination scores and school grades in
biology illustrates another area in need of further investigation.
The total examination scores of the 1969 and 1970 BSCS biology stu-
dents showed significant correlations at the 0.05 level or 0.25 and
0.33, respectively, eith school grades in biology. In 1970 when',
the practical examination was used in an attempt to discriminate
between BSCS and non-BSCS biology students, a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.59, significant at the 0.01 level, was reported between
mean performance on the total examinat "ion and mean school grade in
biology for the BSCS students. For the non-BSCS students the cor-
relation between mean performance on the total examination and mean
schogl grade in biology was 0.28, which was significant at the 0.05
level. The researchers mentioned the difference in degree of cor-
relation when discussing the BSCS and non-BSCS students,but they did
not offer an explanation for the shift from the earlier correlation
coefficients, It may have been that the 1970 comparison group of
BSCS teachers altered their grading criteria as a result of having
become acquainted with the practical examination in 1969. The use
of the scoring grid in 1969 but not in 1970 may have caused the shift
in correlation. Another possibility is that yearly school grades in
biology for BSCS students were quite different from mean school grades
in biology for BSCS students. Hopefully, this is not the case as
school grades in biology were used as the covariate in analyzing the
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differences in, performance between the BSCS and non -BSCS students on

the practical examination. .

The use of matching and/or analysis of covariance can result in
.fairly comparable groups if relevant predictor'variables, i.e. pre -
measures which have an appreciable linear association with the post
measures, are available. But even when such variables are available,
the use of matching never assures.the researcher that the differences
between groups on post-measures are exclusively the result of an

experimental variable. This, then, is the case in the present study.
In fact, one might even question some of the predictor variables
which were used. For example,. matching teachers on the basis of hav-

ing received BSCS training or engaging in research at the university
.level does not ensure that the teachers will have similar teaching
methods. Before such an assumption could be acceptable, it would be
necessary to systematically observe the teachers while they were in

the act of teaching. Another example of a questionable variable for
matching, as well as being a questionable covariate, was school grades
in biology. They were linearly associated with total student per-
formance on the practical examination, but the association was much
greater for the BSCS group than the comparison non -BSCS group. In

conclusion, it should be pointed out that matching and/or the use of
analysis of covariance to obtain equivalent groups should be used only
when it is impossible teset up a true experiment. The researcher
should acknowledge his or her awareness of the fact that the use of
matching and/or analysis of covariance to obtain equivalent groups
does not provide a rigorous basis for as ssing experimental error:

1. Tamir, P. and Glassman, P. "A Practical Examination for BSCS
Students." Journal of Research in Science Teaching,

Vol. 7, No. 2:107-112, 1970.
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Tolman, Richard, "Student Performance in Lower Division Collegiate
General Biology Programs in Selected Community Colleges and.
Four-Year Institutions in Oregon." Journal of Research in
Science Teaching, Vol. 8, No. 2:105-112, 1971.
Descriptors Academic Achievement,liology, *College Science,
*Community CollegeS, *Critical Thinking, Research, *Student
Characteristics, *Universities

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Robert E.lager, University of Iowa.

6 Purpose

The experiment was designed to.study the follOwing questions:

(1) Is there a significant difference in student performance
between four-year institutions or among community colleges
in terms of sub-Scores on a test of the principles of
biology measuring the behavioral levels of knowledge,
comprehension, application, and. a combination of analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation?

(2) Is there a significant difference in student performance
between four-year institutions and community colleges in
terms of critical thinking ability or in terms of sub-
scores on a test of the principles of biology measuring
the behavioral levels of knowledge, comprehension, appli-
cation and a combination of analysis, synthesis, and
evalUation?

Rationale

This investigation sulted from a 1967 concern in Oregon for the
equivalency of educational experiences in science courses between the
university system and the community college system. Notation was made
of studies concerned with measuring success of community college
students compared to native upper division university students. Nota-
tion was also made of a number of studies concerned with measuring the
differences in attitudes, socio-economic level, and ability between
students attending community colleges and those attending four-year
colleges or universities.

A study conducted in New York by Kochersberger was cited as a
major study concerned with reporting on the success of community
college and, university students in similar science courses. Kocher's.-

berger's study completed in 1965 indicated.that there were no signifi-
cant differences between community college and university students as
measured on a common test of principles of biology. He did report'
that university students received more D & F grades while low-ability
studentS performed better in the community.college atmosphere.
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A comparison study conducted at Oregon State University by Denney
was referenced. z These studies were designed to add more information -

concerning our knowledge of equivalency of similar courses (educational
experiences) conducted in community collegei and four year universities
in Oregon.

Research Design and Procedure

A total.of 261 students from three Oregon Community Colleges and
465 freshmen and sophomore students from four-year institutions were
selected for use in the study. All students had completed all three
quarters of a general biology course and all had high school gtade
averages available. Campbell and Stanley's posttest only control-
group model was Selected as the experimental design. -This design is

'designated:

R1,2,3, X 0102030405

0102030405

Where R1,2,3 represent the students from three community colleges and
R4alrepresent students from two universities. The experimental
ble, X, was instruction in the biology course in community

colleges. The students from the four-year institutions served as

controls. 0102030405 represent five test scores from the populations.
High school grade average and sex were held as covariates.

,Four "common" objectives for the biology programs were identified.
The study focused Opon two of these: 1) to be abl4 to think critically
and to evaluate facts and data, and 2) to gain an understanding of the
fundamental factii and principles of science. The:Cornell Critical
'Thinking Test."Form Z, was chosen for testing of the first objective.
The author chase 155 items from Testing and Evaluation in the Biological
Sciences whiih were concerned with content in biology common to the
courses attll five institutions. A critique jury consisting of an
instructor from each of the five institutions assisted in limiting the
test to 65 items. These items were subsequently divided into sub-
areas representing knowledge, comprehension, application, and a

combination of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

The two instruments were administered to all students (261 com-
munity college and 465 university) at their respective institutions
during the same week. Botl instruments were administered during the
same period with a time limit of 60 minutes assigned to each instru-
ment. All students completed each instrument in this time frame.

FindinFs

For the first question investigated, concerning differences
between four-year institutions or among community colleges, ors both,
the Gauss4arkoff setup for multiple measurements (analysis of dis-
persion) yielded the following F- values for each test and/or sub-test:
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Test

Critical Thinking

Knowledge

Comprehension

Anilysis

Combination of Analysis,
Synthesis, & Evaluation

F -Value

0.37

6.28

3.36

10.58

6.51

The F-values for Knowledge, Analysis, and the Combination are signifi-
cant at the .01 level while the value for comprehension is significant
at the .05 level.

The differences between the highest and lowest means for community
colleges were compared with the standard deviations of the regression
coefficients to determine the location of significant differences.
The difference among the community colleges was reported to'be caused
by a difference between institutions on the knowledge subtest and the
difference. between institutions on the combined analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation subtest. Similar differences between highest and lowest'
four-year institutions means were also;compared with the standard 0
deviations of the regression coefficients. Significant differences
were found between the high and lowalean scores on all four subtexts
of the principles of biology test (knowledge, comprehension, applica-
tion, and combined analysis, synthesis, and evaluation).

For the second question investigated, concerning differences
between community colleges and four-year institutions, the analysis
of dispersion yielded the following F- values for each test and/or
subtest:

Test F-Value

Critical Thinking 9.35

Knowledge 29.89

Comprehension 1.11

Analysis 0.01

Combination of Analysis,
Synthesis, & Evaluation. 0.16

The .F-values for the critical thinking test and for the knowledge
subtest of the principles of biology subtests are significant at
the .01.1evel: The F-values for the other sub eats are not signifi-
cant at the .05 or .01 levels. The students a four-year univer-
sities attain significantly higher scores in critical thinking and
knowledge of biology than do students from community colleges.
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Interpretations

The results of this study indicated that:

(1) the community college general biology students attained a
level of success on three of the four'subtests of the test
of the principles' of biology equivalent to that of the
four-year institution general biology student;

(2) the community college student attained a higher level of
success than the four-year institution students on the
knoWledge subtest of the test of the principles of biology;

(3) there was a greater difference between the four-year
institutio s than between the community colleges and four -

year inst cations on the subscores of the test of the

principle of biology, and

(4) the g eral biology students attending the four-year inati -
tutio s attained higher scores than the community college
general biology students on the Cornell Critical Thinking

Test, Form Z

The author draws no inferences, suggests no implications, and
does not relate the findings to the reports of other investigators.
He does, however, mention some differences which were not mentioned

nor discussed in connection with design. Part of the significant

difference between four-year institutions appeared attributable to
one additional hour per week spent in small group discussion with a

biology instructor at one institution. The author also suggests that
difference in critical thinking ability may be caused by the fact
that students with more ability_ in critical thinking attend four-year

colleges. The author also suggests that the reason that community
college students were superior to students from four-year institutions
may be that instructors in more community colleges are concerned about

equivalency of courses and thereby overemphasize memorization of facts.

Abstractor's Notes

A question is raised concerning the appropriateness of the title

of the paper. Since four-year colleges are held as a control group

in the design and only the community colleges are being studied, a

more precise title would bp desirable. In a similar vein, a mor0Ipre-

cise description of relevant literature would be helpful. Also,

relating back to relevant literature in the interpretation section
would be most helpful.

Several comments regarding external validity seem warranted.
The section of the manuscript headed "discussion" is confusing.

Differences among assumptions, generalizations, explorations, and

conclusions should be made. Possible explanations should certainly

not be advanced as conclusions. No real "discussion" is included.

The author should be more careful not to make generalizations beyond

his sample. This is especially true in summarizing or stating
specific conclusions resulting from the study. The statement in the



"discussion" nection that university students' superiority to com-
munity college students on the critical thinking test may be because
university students are more capable of critical thinking is unsup-
ported. High school grade average is covaried. Is the author sug-
gesting that this was not an adequate covariate?

Some comments concerning internal validity are also suggested.
Reliability measures of the Cornell Critical Thinking Test are low
for a standardized test. Should not this fact have been noted, dis-
cussed, and considered? Reliability evidence for' the biology test
is desirable since it is Specially constructed for this experiment.
Were any data collected? The actual design used appears to be
Campbell and StanleysIdtatic group comparisond. The posttest only
control-group design, which is claimed to be used, is inappropriate
for this analysis since it entails. random assignment to the two
"treatments" (i.e. two and four-year colleges). Motivation, selection,
mortality, and interactions are all potential sources of internal
invalidity. .Another serious question is related to the validity of
the biology examination. No construct nor criterion-related validity
is reported.

Some comments related to data analysis are suggested. The cri-
teria (i.e. cutoff level) for eliminating items in the construction
of the biology test are not defined. This seems partiquIerly impor-
tant in view of the problem q of the Cornell Critical Thinking Test
and the results reported usihg the two instruments. The rationale
for.using the Oauss-Markoff setup for multiple measurement needs'
further explanation,' especially since reference provides no practical
information on testing hypotheses. The calculation of the degrees, of
freedom used seems incorrect. An explanation of why the differences
between means is compared with the standard deviations of regression
coefficients is also needed. The study would be greatly improved if
the number of hours each course met per week were covaried. This
appears to explain much of the significant differences. Further, the
author at one point offers this as an explanation of difference with-
out even identifying it as a variable initially. An explanation of,
'why sex is covaried should be included.

With such a large sample, a measure of the degree of association
(6)2) for the F tests would be helpful in determining practical sig-
nificance of results. Upon inspection, such significance does not
appear to be too great. None of the subpest means vary more than one
point between two-year and four-year institutions. None of, the sub-
test means vary more than two points across all schools. With the
large number of subjects used practicalsignificance may have been
masked,

° Why was not a pre-test considered? A tighter design would'have
been possible. Assumptions concerning the initial characteristics
of students enrolled at the two types of institutions would not be
necessary. Obviously more extensive discuSsion and interpretation as
well as more precise conclusions would be possible. The fact that
the high school grade average for community college students were
lower suggests problems. Initially the author seems to criticize
other studies concerned with comparing success with general grade
averages. Why did he choose high school grade-point averages (and
sex!) as covariates?
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Soio specific questions and ce=ento follow:

1) The notation R X 0 does not refer strictly to Campbell and

Stanley critdria and is "noise" rather than :'signal." Since

both groups received tooting, Xi and X2 would have been more

appropriate. Since no random assignment of the students was
accomplished, the author actually should have used the Static-

Group Comparison (Design 03).

2) Wao equivalence "proved?" (page 110 of paper)

3) Does the author use "between" and "among" in the conventional
statistical manneVe' (see page 105)

4) The details of item°analysio -- discrimination index (D) and
difficulty (d) certainly need not be included in the body of

the paper. A footnote reference would have-provided tli6
reader with the information without loping the flow of the

paper.

5) Are Table III and IV (pages 108 and 109) needed for the
general reader? They seem of little value to the study and/or

to the questions raised. Perhaps greater consistency with

respect to inclusion regarding descriptions, design, and

analysis would be an improvement.

The limitations of the study ohould be more apparent for the

reader. Further, the author needs to chow evidence that he in aware

of these limitations. Certaiply the generalizations he included lead

one to question the manuscript, the conclusions, and the contributions

to the field. On the other hand, many aspects of the study are clear-

cut and solid. Some needed descriptions and explanations have been

omitted. Other material seems to have been included for little or no

reason. Making the conclusions more precise and relating them to
previous reportould be a desirable improvement.
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